Title word cross-reference

3 [CC18, DA20a, DA20b, NF20, SLW10].  th [ES24].  n [BHWM20].  Q [Gao20].

-D [SLW10].  -Sorting [Gao20].  -th [BHWM20].

1 [SYOL07].  11th [ES09, FT05].  11th-graders [ES09].  12
[LFM*19, MHIS09, OBH17, VHM22].  15 [LGS18a, LGS18b].  15-year-old
[MR14].  15/16 [DAM19].  15/16-Year-Old [DAM19].  16-Year-Old
[DAM19].  19 [CMM23, DF22, FLP23, KGM24].

21st [CYLL23, SD22].  21st-Century [CYLL23, SD22].  280 [VT07a].
3- [PEK+23]. 3-Year [HNMG16, BW10].

4 [HL07]. 415 [HL07].

5 [MF05, VT07a, YKJ20]. 522 [SYOL07]. 5e [GDSD10, JH24]. 5th [Saf18, YnLL08]. 5th-Graders [Saf18].

6 [SWA+12].

7-Year-Old [PEK+23]. 7th [CA21, DE15].

8 [CGTQ21]. 8th [JLCT12, NCH11].


LLN^+21, MB21, MF05, PEK^+23, RVTV20, RMR22, SBN16, So03, SK17, VWH^+17, WwLD^+15, Bra12, BVDV13, Can14, Che11, Chi12b, Fer14, HPP09, HY05, LCC11b, SBN14, BML24, PPB18, PEK^+23. **Chile** [THV^+15, TLHV16a, TLHV16b]. **Chinese** [BVDV13, CW06, CJ17, CL10, CVCCV11, Che11, Din18, Gao20, GHL22, HZL22, HFWY14, JC10, JML21, JW15, KL18a, Len06, LZL^+18, LP11, LH16, MLK^+15, NLHS08, Ng10, RXLC16, XC21, YKB21, ZBL^+16, ZYJ22, ZS11, ZZV18, ZTW23]. **Choice** [BB17, Gus24, HMM22, JCC20, Ng20, PD17, Sas19, Sas21, BS15, LLWS13, Web13]. **Choosing** [DAM19, KN22]. **Christian** [BdSSC16]. **circle** [Aky16]. **Circuits** [CK06, Lin16a, KTBG15, SY14]. **Circulatory** [Wan04]. **Citation** [TWC^+16]. **CiteSpace** [TYW^+17]. **Citizen** [ALI23, Str20]. **Citizens** [KKL20]. **Citizenship** [Alg20, MSS22]. **CK** [OBF15]. **Claims** [CH20, AV06]. **Class** [BML24, CH20, El 21, EP21, Gus24, MSdSGG17, OE19, vKF22, CMME15, KYJS12, LLL15, MMZ09, SVME15, WT15]. **Classes** [BCC06, SCB16, SJB20, AE15, EE11, ETG16, EK09, GGSP10, MODBB12, SOTF13]. **Classification** [FMOMG16, YYC04]. **Classroom** [And03, ANLL21, BE16, Bla04, CK22, CBR21, CO22, DS18, DIRTPB24, DA20a, DA20b, DKL16, EHM19, El 22, EH18, Fre21, Fre24, GHS^+18, Gus24, HK21, IK18, JLL20, KLR23, KHN20, Kim22, LTT^+19, Leu05, Leu19, MHIS09, MSAGHMG19, MBBR08, MF05, NLHS08, OS10, PP15, PDUA21, PCL18, RTM^+20, SLV22, Sch14, Shi18, SF05, SGHM15, SGHM16, TM17, TA15, VJ06, WQNC17, Xu22, YS19b, ZBH3, AV06, Ale14, CK14, CL10, CYK^+16, Fos15, GLY09, HL13, KTBG15, Lee11, Oh11, PDG15, Pap10, Pet13, QM14, RB13, SIS^+11]. **Classrooms** [El23, Fan21, FHmL18, Fun21, FL23, HNMG16, HNAA16, HKS18, HHS24, KBB^+22, Kim22, KFM^+17, LFF03, MDT13, NvKR^+18, NKR^+18, NPT17, OS05, QHS^+20, RL19, SB21, Sea16, SGHM15, SGHM16, SMZ06, WHH08, AAF12, AH11, CCM^+12, FG14, Kau11, LCC11b, NCH11, NRKR13, Oli10, PYR^+12, SYO10, SYOL07, SIS^+11, TRF05]. **Climate** [HFVH17, ZPW^+24, BEF15, CK14, Pet13]. **Clinical** [Lee21a, WMS13]. **clock** [BVDV13]. **clock-reading** [BVDV13]. **Close** [RML22]. **Closer** [CGBD23]. **Club** [HBTP13]. **Cluster** [FB19, NLW16]. **Co** [BAN21, MN23, TWC^+16, HBP13, MMZ09]. **co-authored** [HBP13]. **Co-citation** [TWC^+16]. **Co-operative** [MN23]. **co-taught** [MMZ09]. **Co-teaching** [BAN21]. **Coeducational** [DH18, SCB16]. **Cogenerative** [Hsu19]. **Cognition** [CC05, LCA16, MCF23]. **Cognitive** [AK20, BKMK24, BTJ23, FTWVC18, HHS^+21, HMM22, LHY24, LL14, LWZ^+24, Miy08, NLHS08, PEQS24, RXLC16, RV17, SLCK19, ST05, TT18, YT20, Bab10, BHMO14, CA14, CCWL15, Las13, LY13, SP15, TSP12]. **Coherence** [SV08, WL22, CL10]. **Coherency** [WL21]. **Coherent** [SCS19, WD12]. **Collaboration** [CC16, EG17, QCH23, TPS21]. **Collaborations** [TSC17, Kot10].
MBBR08, PRW+07, SL21, Sum16a, Sum16b, TL21, TYC17, UKM11, Wan07, WL08, WAL23, WAL24, YYC04, YL22, ZZ16, AV06, AÖÇ10, CLY10, Chi12b, HK10, KGA+11, KB16b, Ko10, LNW22, Oh14, SKA11, Wai14, WCY16, Yan14. Concepts [AT07, AGW24, CB16, CC05, EG17, HC23, HC24, IÆED+23, MSA+10, SL21, Sum16a, Sum16b, TLT21, TYC17, UKM11, Wan07, WL08, WAL23, WAL24, YYC04, YL22, ZZ16, AV06, AÖÇ10, CLY10, Chi12b, HK10, KGA+11, KB16b, Ko10, LNW22, Oh14, SKA11, Wai14, WCY16, Yan14].

Conceptual [ASR19, BPG11, CAC07, CB16, EG17, FB19, HA07, Hua17, JW15, KTBG15, KN13, LCC11b, PC13, RCT+11, STC12, Tan11, TCC+10, VRW05, WMS13, WCY16].


Concrete-Representational-Abstract [ZYJ22]. Concretisations [LTT+19]. Condensation [WT18, HS14]. Conditional [YCL04].

Conditionals [LPK24]. Conditions [GBC21, GBC24, HSM006, KBK15, SMB12]. Conduct [DB17, BHSC10].

Conducting [Law05]. Confidence [Dog12, Fos22, YS19a, YS21, JLCT12, Lep12, STC12]. configuration [LL14].


Connections [AGBC17, LNP+18, MSGGVZF20, Sch15]. Connectivity [GPR+18]. Consequences [PP15, DK10]. Conservation [Ron18, SBR14].


KL18b, LFM$^{+19}$, SB21, SWCH20, Kuw13, MLK$^{+15}$, Sch15, THV$^{+15}$

**Culturally**
HASR24, HM22, JMS16, RJ21, SWYS24, SWAEKS19, ATG13, NRKR13

**Culture**
[GL22, HLTH18, Kaw07, QVST17, Sch14, Tsa06, TLHV16a, TLHV16b, WFP04, DMNH11, KTBG15, MDT13]

**Culture-Dependent**
[TLHV16a, TLHV16b]

**Cultures**
[KL23a, TH19]

**Cure**
[BWM$^{+24}$]

**Curiosity**
[HHS$^{+21}$, SML24, BSLM16]

**Current**
[RM24, ZTW23, KTBG15]

**Curricula**
[Alg20, Dog16, Ram24, ST24, VT07b, WL21, dFAN13, VT07a]

**Curricular**
[JSRP20, FD12, HBTP13, So16, Tan11]

**Curriculum**
[BVDV13, CC18, DNWC18, FYL21, HJHR21, Hua17, KC22, KR18a, KYA13b, Leu05, LC23, LS24, Mel10, SC03, Sah10, SCSK19, Sty08, TCV03, TC07, VB20, WM17, WB20, WM19, Wat17, WO19, XFH23, ZF06, CTGS15, HFBP13, HFWY14, KYA13c, Kuw13, OS10, PZLR16, TASA12, Tan11, VRW05, WLSC09]

**Curriculum-Based**
[KC22, LS24]

**Curves**
[KSC20]

**Cuts**
[HTCS19]

**Cycle**
[BPMK24, GOMLS18, ACY10, GDSD10]

**Czech**
[KV10]

**D**
[DA20a, CC18, DA20b, NF20, SLW10]

**D-Printing**
[CC18]

**Daily**
[MSAGHMG19, Danish, DAST, DAST-C, Data, Datasets, deal, Dealing, Decade, decades, Decimal, Decimals, Decision, BTJA18, FHLL19, LLL22, CBO09]

**Danish**
[DK10]

**DAST**
[MJMOR11]

**DAST-C**
[MJMOR11]

**Data**
[CC20, MRLM21, SKS$^{+23}$, SCDC21, SS21, TH19, TT18, WL18, WFK23, Che14, CP12, CMME15, LH15]

**Datasets**
[ALT$^{+07}$]

**Deal**
[BNH$^{+15}$]

**Dealing**
[RH15, vKF22]

**Decade**
[BF23, Lin12]

**decades**
[Tip10]

**Decimal**
[DGEP16, decimals, LM15]

**Decision**
[BTJA18, FHLL19, LLL22, CBO09]

**Decision-Making**
[BTJA18, LLL22, CBO09]

**Decisions**
[ED23, LL05, Ols07]

**Deductive**
[HM09, AE10]

**Deep**
[SLC17, defense, NPR12]

**Define**
[KL23b, MMP14]

**Definition**
[Dah17, PMCG$^{+17}$, Kid11, SG15, WCY16]

**Definitions**
[Dah17, Uh121]

**Defuses**
[AVT16]

**degree**
[EDS10]

**Degrees**
[AN18, CA14]

**Delivery**
[AM04, WSA07]

**Delphi**
[ABM24, WB20]

**Delta**
[TDBLY16]

**Demand**
[BJBT23, LHY24]

**Demands**
[BKMK24, HHH22, ON21, PB19, PEQS24, SC21, SCS$^{+12}$, TT18, WL21]

**Democracy**
[KKE$^{+17}$]

**Democratic**
[DS18, Demographic, AKA18, ES09, Las13]

**Density**
[KS21]

**department**
[Mel10]

**Dependent**
[TLHV16a, TLHV16b, WCY16]

**depth**
[VR12]

**Derivative**
[Wil20b, AU15, GLSM11, SMFL15]

**Derivatives**
[VGDD23, MMR15]

**Derived**
[BB17, CYT16]

**Describe**
[WFK23]

**Describing**
[KP18]

**Descriptions**
[Hsu19]

**Descriptive**
[PL15, LCC11b]

**Design**

**Design-Based**
[CRC22, KEET17, TAC19, WSZ23]

**Design-Integrated**
[MRC23]

**Designed**
[MDF08, TKY20, CCLW15]

**Designing**
[GACZ09, TDE18]

**Desire**
[BC06, SF22]

**Desiigning**
[EK19]

**Detection**
[UM18]

**Determination**
[CIZ$^{+23}$, KS21, TK22]

**Develop**
[APR$^{+17}$, HM22, PFCM23, SWYS24, AMBLL16]
[BB09, MRC23]. **Developing** [AK20, BTJA18, CGERBL18, CMP19, CFC22, ELY15, EY23, FCS15, Hal12, KR18b, LLP19, LP23, Oli10, SMFL15, SP21a, TMS22, VJ06, WP12, WCT+12, AE10, KB17, Lin09]. **Development** [AM04, AEP22, BMD+17, BHD+15, BCV21, BCO22, BB19, BSR24, CTC16, CC05, ERC03, GGSP10, Gun16, HDR21, HZL22, HCBZ03, HASR24, HpCH+16, HMM22, IAS17, HIED+23, KKS+19, KE23, KP18, KH08, KSL23, KH06, LTT+21, LYL23, LTCCY07, Lin04, LLC+15, LH16, LL+16, LS24, Lin17, Lof05, LTD+18, MB20, MMA05, OHL23, PP19, PDUA21, Per20, Ran06, RAL+07, SC03, STD+23, SCh22, SF05, TS06, TVC03, TSKB22, TDV+17, TYC17, VA21, Wan04, WC16, WK09, WBM21, WCG09, Yeo17a, ZPW+24, ZBE21, AU15, BC11, BMMO14, Cha10, CCG+11, Chi12a, DDG+12, FG14, FNM24, KB11, LG13, LCC+09, LYP14, MNE12, MAL+11, MNP14, Mor14, QM14, RSPK14, RVG15, Rut11, SOTF13, SYOL05, SYOL07, SWA+12, WHA14, ZB13, vA06, Yeo17b]. **Diagnosing** [AK20, CSM12]. **Diagnosis** [Saf18]. **Diagnostic** [HMM22, HIED+23, KE21, Lin04, LL17, TK22, TWS+23]. **Diagnostic-Remediation** [LL17]. **Diagram** [HC16b]. **Diagrammatic** [GBBW23]. **Diagrams** [DO23, MK23]. **Dialectical** [Dog21]. **Dialectically** [BB09]. **Dialogic** [BL21, CY23, JLL20]. **Dialogical** [AH11]. **Dialogs** [Hsu19]. **Dialogue** [El 23]. **Diaries** [LL16]. **Didactic** [BB21, FG21, KŠC20, MVC17a, OC21, EGP+09]. **didactical** [PR24]. **Didactician** [PR24]. **Differ** [SGHM15, SGHM16]. **Difference** [HNA16, Hii18, KBK15, LYY07, SCC23, ZG08, CBDV10, SLES09, WD12, YHT16]. **Differences** [AKA18, BF19, CCAG22, HC16b, KL23a, LFM+19, LLHC23, MRLM21, PEK+23, TPM19, WwLD+15, WICC+18, YCH04, BRMN15, CK14, CW23, Ing14, LY10, LM12, NSV13, PC13, VAF12, Yan14]. **Different** [AM04, Ble09, CA21, ÇP17, CC18, DNV17, EPEG07, ERdDS20, HBP17, KAK22, KRV+22, MNE12, PPCRC20, RB09, RL19, SLZ+18, AE15, BL09, CCN+12, DPK08, EE11, KST09, LLWS13, PMLC15, SBR14, WWTC10, Yik14]. **Differential** [Chi12a, KC22, NJ24, BSD13, DPK08]. **Differentials** [IA08]. **Differentiate** [Ari19]. **differentiated** [TT14]. **differently** [HCC15]. **Difficulties** [CABR06, LL06, OÇ08, OBH17, RTC22, SY22, KGA+11]. **difficulty** [CKH15]. **diffusion** [TCC+10]. **Digital** [GGD15a, LL22, Lem21, LLN+21, TH19]. **Dilemma** [HHT+20, LP11]. **Dimension** [FB06, SVDK09]. **Dimensions** [Dhi08, EN08, MMR15]. **Diploma** [LTCCY07]. **Direct** [HBF+22, RV17, VR23, Wan20, FD12, KTBG15]. **Directed** [SJL20]. **Directions** [Ler07, LK18b, Sum20, ACY10]. **Disabilities** [M023, NAÇE22, ZYJ22]. **Disadvantaged** [HILAT16, Ng20]. **disciplinary** [CK14, CW23, EFL+13]. **Discipline** [HTCS19]. **Disciplines** [CS16, IAS17, RBT20]. **Discourse** [Das05, EHM19, McG03, SML24, YUG24, BJ10, EFL+13, OL10]. **Discourses** [BL21, KKE+17, KL18b]. **Discrete** [Ler22]. **Discursive** [Shi18, TA15, FL11, GCK15]. **Discussion** [BRA+20, CH20, EH18, MWA23].
Discussions \cite{Bil06, Gus24, LLT20, SJL20, vKF22, PK15].

Disentangling \cite{PEQS24}. Dislikes \cite{UM18}. display \cite{MMM11}. displaying \cite{STC12}. Dispositions \cite{CYLL23, LCW24, HY05}. Disproof \cite{OL08}.

dissection \cite{MIJJ15}. Distance \cite{AM04, FLP23, Yor23, KST09}. Distinguish \cite{CA24}. Distinguishing \cite{TS04}. distracter \cite{BHSC10}. Distributive \cite{LS15, TC09}. distrust \cite{AB13}. Diverse \cite{BMD17, HM22, SAPM22, SWYS24, SWEK19, Wil21].

Diversifying \cite{Owe14}. Diversity \cite{BC06}. Divides \cite{TH19}. division \cite{CL10}.

Do \cite{AN18, AKA18, BC06, CBDV10, Dog16, GY19, HAC24, HCBS18, KBK15, LJ16, Lin16a, MMM11, OHLC23, RH17, SB21, SY22, SRSD23, WT15, ZPW24, ZK20, AB14, DL12, GR21, WK23, ZS11, HCBS18a}.

Do-able \cite{OHLC23}. Documentation \cite{PR24}. documenting \cite{CBT12}.

Does \cite{DD23, DWM16, HA24, MNBZH05, SAA18, SGHM15, SGHM16, WKG20, WHH08, ZG08, MSK22, SLES09}. dogma \cite{DCFC16}.

Doing \cite{TLK17}. Domain \cite{DH18}. don’t \cite{DBS15}. Double \cite{HZBC24, LS21, LLWS13}. double-choice \cite{LLWS13}. Dragging \cite{Ng19}.

Drama \cite{ARdMB23}. Drawing \cite{TRF05}. Drifting \cite{ABAHA23}. Driven \cite{CWLH19, Pet22, SML24}. Dual \cite{KG15}. Duoethnography \cite{LdCCK21}.

Durability \cite{HA07}. During \cite{BHD24, DF22, EL23, EN08, FLP23, GR21, HK818, KR18a, KRS23, LBF24, LCTK24, LC23, SBR22, SAK24, SP21a, YKUIB17, YY13, EGJ09, GN08, KLJ13, Kon13, Kot10, OS10}. Dutch \cite{VTCvS14}.

Dynamic \cite{EY23, JKYA13b, KA19, KBK15, KYJS12}.

E-Based \cite{YWC18}. e-learning \cite{SLW10}. E-textbooks \cite{GPR18}.

Early \cite{AS22, BB19, Bro22, GBC21, GBC24, HM22, KBK15, LM21, LKL20, PH19, PEK23, PCM22, TM17, UH21, WwLD24, Ing14, Lee16a, Per20, TOV10}.

Earth \cite{Liu05, DC16, Fan21}. East \cite{WL21, WKL23, ZL11, ZK20}.

Eastern \cite{BSD13}. Easy \cite{HHH22}. ecocultural \cite{Owe14}. Ecological \cite{HC23, HC24, RB09}, economic \cite{CA21, LNW22}. Economically \cite{HILAT16}.

Ecosystems \cite{JSH19}. Editorial \cite{Ano03a, Ler04, Lin05a, Lin12, Lin05C, Shy03, Tre04}.

Educ \cite{LGS18a, LGS18b}.

Education \cite{AH09, Alg20, ALT20, AM04, Ano12a, Ano12b, ABH17, BSG23, BV24, BC05, BF23, CD23, Ch04, CIZ23, CFC22, DBV22, DWM16, EB20, Eng17, FHL99, Fre21, FRC24, GCCCG18, GC21, GBC21, GBC24, Gil04, GSJ17, HC16a, HDxJ21, JRS22, KST23, KS20, Kaw07, KYA13b, KA19, KBK15, KyO6, LF17, Lee21b, Ler07, Len22, LTCCY07, LLL22, MJ18, MN23, MFG21, NOVRR22, OHL23, PZA16, PA22, PH18, QVST17, RTC22, RL19, RML22, RAL20, SPF23, SC03, SBR22, SBS20, SSK21, SS21, SB16, SWEK19, TW21, TLK22, TSKB22, TYW17, TM17, Tsa06, VRFC18, VTV16, Wam20, WSC22, WKG20, WCB23, YT22, Yor23, ZSW21, ZX20, ZPW24, ZPH20, ZBE21, AV06, BMN16, BS15, BK13b, CRG13, CBO09, CBT12, DFR06, Ded11, HEB11].

education
[HpCH+16, Kaz14, KGA+11, KYA13c, Kni10, Kôn13, KKvdW15, KB14, Las13, Lee16a, LH+12, LH15, LC14a, LC14b, Lui13, MR14, NFK10, NFB+15, NDD14, OEMZ12, RR11, RR09, Sch15, SBN14, TOV12, TDBLY16, Tip10, YL08, ZKS+05, HL07, SYOL07, VT07a]. **Educational** [KK22b, LF17, Law05, SLZ18, TKY20, TNHK23, ZX20, Ko10, LLL15, MP10, NFK10, SBR14]. **Educator** [KEB21, LdCCK21, RBE21, Sum20, TPS21, VA21, WHC17, AE10]. **Educators** [CFC22, HDR21, SP21b, WBM21, Ama16, ZKS05]. **Eect** [AT07, AOZ09, CA21, CHC16, CT04, DMNH11, GG09, HSK24, HHT+20, HHT21, HMS16, IV24, Ja20, Jia19, KST+23, LLWS13, Ma23, PDU21, RVT20, Sch14, TY23, TH18, YT20, AT15, BZST10, Ebr12, LM10, Oh11, PDG15, SWA+12, WLSN14]. **Effective** [CO22, FHMIL18, Koy23, KFM+17, RAL+07, TLK17, TDE18, CBO09, OO12]. **Eectiveness** [AAF12, DCOK23, FL23, GC21, TAC19, WT18, WSA07, YS19b, Bra12, ÇAC09, CS15, KYA13a, MP10, PZLR16, WWT010]. **Effects** [BB17, BCO22, DJB15, FTWC18, GN08, HHH22, Kau23, KWO07, KKL20, KEET17, Las13, LW18, Len06, NOVRR22, Ng10, PL15, PEQS24, RV17, SEW18, SLK20, SKS+23, SAPM22, Su08, UE19, VR23, WSZ23, YZK15, Yam18, YSHC23, YT07, ZYJ22, BJ10, BMHO14, CA14, CTGS15, CCWL15, MMV16, ÖDC09, YHT16, BK13a]. **Efficacy** [AO16, DC06, Gao20, HZL22, HL22, HHT+20, HHT21, LLW+20, LJC08, LTD+18, MS18, MA21, OHLC23, RB09, TL21, TH18, TNHK23, VB20, WT20, YZK15, YLTO21, ZPW+24, Bag11, BPM+24, Bur10, Cha10, CK14, JLC08, KIR12, Lan22, LZW+24, LM12, Pet13, RCT+11, SKS+23, SH24, Ut14, VHM22]. **Effort** [RS24]. **Egyptian** [SOTFI13]. **eight** [Kau11]. **eighteenth** [Pap10]. **Eighth** [CCN+12, DA20a, DA20b, IA08, LM21, AR10, JLC+13, Lee11, Mor14]. **Eighth-Grade** [IA08]. **Einsteinian** [BBT24]. **Elder** [PTW05]. **Electric** [CK06, Lin16a, KTBG15, SY14]. **Electrical** [CA21, TAC19]. **Electricity** [AOZ09, ABG06, KH15, TY23, TW+17, Gow12]. **Electrochemistry** [AT07, OL14]. **Electrolysis** [STC12]. **Electrolytic** [RTC22]. **Electromagnetic** [AC15]. **electromagnetics** [Lep12]. **Elementary** [APR+17, AGW24, AM04, ABG06, Bil06, Ble09, BRR+22, BCO22, CJ17, ÇAC07, CO20, CRC22, CA24, Cho21, DC16, DHB19, DN17, Din18, Eng17, ED23, ELO08, HbK19, HNMG16, HKS122, HH+23, HMC19, Jac12, KL18a, KK22a, KR18b, jKMH20, Kim22, LBP+24, Len05, Li11, Lin14a, Lin16a, LLC+16, LL17, LJC08, MDF08, MVC17a, MS18, MOI07, NPB16, Oro16, PL19a, PSB19, RMR22, SLK20, Sea16, SK23, TMS22, Ul21, UFW17, VTV16, W107, WIC+18, YKC18, YSHC23, ZYJ22, AAS13, Bay13, BL09, Bur10, ÇTC04, Cha10, CKH15, Ebr12, FG14, JLC08, KB17, Lee16a, Oli10, RB13, SLW10, TT14, WCT+12, WT15]. **Elementary-Aged** [RMR22]. **Elementary-Level** [HMC19]. **Elements** [AFG21, FMOMG16, GYU24]. **Eleventh** [SP05, TLR21, vV16]. **Eleventh-Grade** [TLR21, vV16]. **Eleventh-Graders** [SP05]. **Elicit** [SRS23]. **Eliciting** [AMA20, KB21, UD18, DS15]. **Else** [VWW+17]. **Elucidating** [LDG20].
Elusive [LF18]. Embedded [DP07, KST+23, LsL14]. Embedding
Emerging [EKC+21]. Emirates [PZA16]. Emotion [Dog12]. Emotional
[LAN20, MSAGHMNG19, Sum20, HY05]. Emotions
[LJ16, MSdSGG17, MSAGHM22, VCSA+23]. Empathy [Ron20]. Emphases
[HHJR21]. Empirical [Ber19, DNV17, PB19, PPCC20, Pit23, BK13b, HYC+16, LHL+12, NFb+15, RT10, WCY16]. Empirically
[BB17, JYC21, vDDDB22]. Employ [FWK23]. Empowering [PP08].
Enablers [MTMKR23, Wil21]. enact [CKH15]. Enacted [EE11, Ro19].
Enacting [RJ21]. Enactment [Leu05, XFH23, SC+12]. Enacted
[Nis17]. Encountering [LK18a]. Encounters [Dud17]. end [Las13].
endeavoring [dFAN13]. Endeavour [PH19]. Energy
[AKD+19, BBT24, CA21, EB20, ES09, GY19, ILED+23, JHHW16, KNF+20, MWA23, TT07, TAC19, YJY08, CSM12, EGN11]. engage [AE15, AE16].
Engagement [CK22, CWLH19, DBV22, LAS17, LCW+24, LS23, WFP04, rSY19, DS15, OBE12, RR11, RR09]. Engaging
[DC16, DBV22, Hi18, HS14, LCA16, NN11, QHS+20, WSW+08, CJC01].
Engineering [CRC22, CCCN17, CC18, CIBP23, DC16, EK18, FYL21, GS16, GRWP19, HP09, IAS17, KAK+20, LW16, MB20, MRC23, PPB18, PFFG+18, SK23, YWF20, ZSW+21, AC15, HCC15]. Engineering-Focused
[FYL21]. Engineers [KLS23, vdWBD17]. England
[EKC+21, SW23, SBN14, SBN16, TS20, WBB17]. English
[Ale14, AM14a, DBS15, DKL16, GHS+18, HILAT16, MR14, PSM+20, Sch14, SCDC21, SS19, ZPW+24]. Enhance
[BAN21, CMP19, Hua17, PP08, PSM+20, Cro09]. Enhanced
[ALT14, SMSBBZ23, Oh11, ODC09]. enhancement [Chi12a]. Enhancing
[AW12, AO16, BC05, CA07, CC16, CYK+16, EG17, FHM18, LL17, RR11, SD22, YFL15, ZBE21, RR09]. Enmeshments [Pro24]. Enquiry [PD17].
Enrich [ArtdMB23]. Enriching [SLK20]. Enrichment
[LN06, Ng10]. Enroll [BG17, SWDR20]. Enter [LSW19]. Enterprise
[Das05, PBDE23]. entities [AB11]. Entry [LHC17, MBP10]. Entry-Level
[LHC17]. Environment
[CP17, CT04, DH08, DA20b, DLD18, Hew04, KD09, KR18a, LLW+20, MDF08, MF05, O06, O06, P017, PCL18, SCZL18, SF05, Tur22, WCG09, YS19b, Yor23, BK13a, ETG16, GCK15, KB14, TDBLY16, Zei10, Zei15, DA20a]. Environment-Related [KR18a]. Environmental
[BSG+23, EB20, LLL22, NLL08, YTHH22, CBDV10, HY05, KIR12, LS14, LS14]. Environments
[ALT14, KAK22, KA19, KJ19, Lem21, MRJ+21, NG19, TDE18, TKS18, YWC+18, Cro09, GGSP10, HIS+16, HISH16, KAC15]. Epilogue
[HIS+16, LGS17a, LGS18a]. Epistemic
[BB22, HHS+21, HCH23, LLL22, PBDE23, VCSA+23, WSZ23, YHT16]. Epistemological
[CCL22, Cor17, DÖK23, ERdsS20, Mor09a, Mor09b, PS017, RJHB12, Rot20, Liu09, Top13]. Epistemologies
[AYLW16, RJHB12]. Equal [LP23, Mad22]. Equally [ZK20]. Equation
Equations [HSH22, NJ24, SGCS23, DPK08]. Equilibrium [Bil06, CdHD16].
Equi [MSH10]. Equiprobability [PL19a].
Equity [GCS10, HCBS18a, HCBS18b, MWA23, MP10]. era [RCG +11].
Erratum [Bes11a, BL09, Erd17a, HL07, KYA13b, sL14, Lin16b, LC14a, NvKR +18, SYOL07, SBN16, SGHM16, Tsa13, TCTC07, TLHV16b, VT07a, Yeol17b].
Error [KLR23]. Error-handling [KLR23]. Errors [EK18, GB22, HSH22, KAK +20, MRDCC17, SA16, Son22, vKF22, TSP12].
Eruption [LLP +24]. espoused [Sap13]. Essential [vdWBD17].
Establishing [BG17, SBM12]. Establishment [Miy08].
Establishment [AFG21, DIRTP24]. Estimation [HHH +23, Leu19, Pap10]. 
Evaluation [Gub16, JSH +23, KKS +19, KS21, Lor05, MB21, MF05, RML22, RTM +20, Saw19, SF05, YT07, AB11, BEF15, BK13b, LLI15, SBR14].
Evaporation [WT18, HS14]. event [Hob13]. Events [NAÇE22, YKUIB17].
Everybody [BRSG20, CCL22, IK18, LPK24, GS12, KYJS12].
Evidence [BTJA18, CH20, EB20, Erd17a, Erd17b, GS16, JH24, KL18a, KL18b, PB19, RCT22, RH15, WL18, Bes11a, Bes11b, CTT +11, HTWT14, LHL +12, Per20, ZL12, AKA18, CBVD10, Pe15]. Evidence-Based [KL18b, CTT +11].
Evidenced [PCM22].
Evolving [GGD15b, JSRP20, PR24, SY22, TMVC24, YY13]. Evolutionary [LF17].
Examination [BWK +19, CO20, HYL23, LCA16, LR20, McGo3, OBE12, SWCH20, TH19, TCH +17, TT18, BSA +14, Bes11a, Bes11b, KL1 +13, KKvdW15, NFB +15, ZC15]. Examinations [PB09].
Examine [GPCB15, Wan04]. Examining [AH11, AR10, DC16, HP21, HNMG16, HKS18, Hon23, KTC19, MIJ15, MB20, Ng19, PL19b, Pet13, QM14, TDE18, WL08, ZZB22].
Example [SD16, SLC17]. Examples [BHA +23, CO22, LL21a, Ön21, SGCS23, YT20].
Excellence [KN22]. Excelling [KN22, WLSL14]. Exercises [TSMW16].
Expectancy [KL23a]. Expectation [Dog12]. Expectations [AKHT23, LJC08, Wat17, CRR09, JLC08, MPB10]. Experience [ASR19, BKKMK24, Chio4, EK18, HHT +20, KBK15, MSAGHMNG19, S003, YY13, BHS15, MIJJ15, ÖDC09]. Experience-Sampling [MSAGHMNG19].
Experienced [ERC03, Als12]. Experiences [AAP17, ALJ23, Daud17, GCCCG18, HSK24, KYA13b, MSAGHMNG19, MO23, RBE21, SE22, TCC +24, CHK15, KYA13c, OS10, RRW11, SC11, ZB13].
Experiencing [BB19, SYOL05, SYOL07]. Experiential [Hsu19].
Experiment [LF17, Leu19, Aky16]. Experimental [CCAG22, EK18, GCCCG18, KW23, NAÇE22, ZGZM17]. Experimentation [Miy08, TLK17, ES16]. Experimentation/Measurement [Miy08].
experimenting [WLSC09]. Experimento [Dud17]. Expert
[CO22, SLCK19, TA15, WB20, CMME15, KK16, SB09]. Expert-Based
[SLCK19]. Expertise [BKMK24, BKC15, GPCB15, SIA23]. experts
[DW15]. Explain [CIZ+23, WFWK23, KYA13a, MR14]. Explain [KW23].
Explaining [BHV+24, CCW16, Uit14]. Explanation [JHWW16, TR21].
Explanations [DK18, GSO+17, PTW05, SKS+23, TT07, DE15, LTT06].
Explanatory [BHV+24]. Explicit
[JWR20, Pet22, TR21, UE19, EVV11, FB06, MMR15]. Explicit-Reflective
[Pet22]. Explicitly [CA24]. Explicitness [vV16]. Exploiting
[Fos15, TVC03]. Exploration
[Bla04, LL20, LPK24, MRLM21, Xu22, Hun14]. Explorations [KB21].
explorative [vA06]. Exploratory [BBT17, CT04, GG09, Lee21a, PZA16,
DRT+12, JW15, LLT09, RJHB12, Yan14]. explore [EFL+13, MJMOR11].
Exploring [ARZRV16, APR+17, Alg20, AYLW16, BSG+23, BHV+24,
BSR24, CY33, CWZ23, DC06, DPK08, DK18, FF23, FG22, Fre21, GPC23,
Gus24, HjKLL23, LHC17, Leu19, LS14, LCW+24, MWA23, Oxd10, PPB18,
PDU21, RCC22, SIA23, SL21, TT07, VHM22, VC33, WQNC17, WS16,
Wil20b, Wil21, ZB13, WLSC09, Fre24]. Expository
[HBF+22, MZC+19]. Expressed [CT17]. Expressing [OC21]. Expressions
[SGCA18]. Extended [OHLC23]. Extending [TLK22, TLK24]. External
[DNV17, LKC+15, MTMK23, RVT20, DV15, LLWS13, SB09]. extra
[HTBP13, So16]. extra-curricular [So16]. extracurricular [BMN16].
Extreme [Ron18]. Eye [HC16b, Jia19, LW18, SL20, SBK+14, ALA+15,
AM14b, CY14, CMME15, HTWT14, Hun14, LL14, YHT16]. Eye-Movement
[Ja19]. eye-tracking [ALA+15]. Eye-Tracking-Stimulated
[SL20].

Face [FLP23, LBF24, TYC17]. Face-to-Face [FLP23, LBF24, TYC17].
Facilitate [AGW24, Jia19]. Facilitates [PP19]. Facilitating
[CRC22, Che08, Dud17, LLT+20, NAÇE22, YE23]. Facilitator [RAL+07].
Facility [MOI07]. factor [Che12]. Factors
[AK13, AE16, CS16, FH13, Gih09, HGL18, JCC20, ÖSY24, PCL18, SEW18,
SWDR20, WHO8, ZBB22, GGD15b, HCC23, Hob13, LS14, MR14, SKA11].
Facts [KKE+17]. Faculty [Ceg21, McG03, MWM05, MO23, Din14]. Failed
[DBV22]. Fair [DRT+12]. fairs [DRT+12]. Fake [UM18]. Family
[Ho10, YZK15, MR14]. FCI [FB19]. Features
[BRA+20, BHV+24, LYC04, Wil20a, MMM11, RT10]. Feedback [Ols18].
Feel [Mer07]. Female [AKHT23, BG17, KA19, KRS23, SHM21, WT15].
Females [Bin20, RG20]. Fiction [ÖÖ23, HPP09]. fiction- [HPP09]. Field
[HC23, HC24, KVB22, LR20, Hob13, MG15b]. Field-Based [HC23, HC24].
Fields [AKHT23, HSK24, GACZ09]. Fifth
[AGW24, Erd17a, Erd17b, Yan03, HS14]. Fifth-Grade [AGW24]. fighting
[NPR12]. Figural [Will20a, GCK15]. Figure
[GAMDV22, GAMDV24, LW18]. Figured [SHM21]. figures [Pap10]. Fiji
[CABR06]. Find [KL23b]. Finding [BHWM20, RBE21, YL22, And14].
Findings [Ran06, TM17, ZV18, ZBH23, Fuli15, LC14a, LC14b]. Finite
Finland
[Bar17], Finland
[JLU+10, KLI+13, MTMKR23, SLZ+18, THV+15, TLHV16a, TLHV16b].
First
[AS22, ACY10, Arc12, Bla04, BHA+23, CABR06, Dah17, DC06, KRS23,
Kön13, PFFG+18, RCG+11, SS19, Vid15, AC15, DCFC16, NEAC10, RR16].
First- [Are12]. First-Year
[CABR06, Dah17, DC06, SS19, Vid15, AC15, DCFC16, NEAC10]. Five
[ES09]. Fixations [AM14b]. Fixing [ATN23, AHTN24]. Flemish
[BVDV13]. Flexibility [CGÖ22, DGEPI6, HHS+21]. Flipped
[CK22, Fre21, Fre24, SLV22, WQNC17]. Floating [HKSL22, SLC17]. Florida
[HFVH17]. Flow [HHT+20, RG20]. Flowering [Lin04]. Flowers [RL19].
Fluency [JC17, DK15]. Focus [KEB21, NvKR+18, NKR+18, Tay18, ZF06].
Focused [FYL21, WB20]. Focusing [PPCC20, VRFC+08, YYC04].
Follow [Khi23, LLT+20, Wan07]. Follow-Up [Khi23, LLT+20, Wan07].
Following [LH08, THAD20]. Food [PSM+20]. Footpaths [Kyl06]. Force
[Bay09, SV08, AAY15, Fu15, KST09, NSV13]. Forerunners [KEB21]. Form
[Che11, ELRW20]. Formal [BRSG20, RTM+20, SMPK+19, SF22]. Format
[BB17]. formation [LCC11b]. Formative
[CY21, Fos22, GPC15, KBK+22, jK19, LL06, SMSBZ23, CCN+12, WHA14].
Formats [YCH04]. Forming [BC05]. Forms [LAA+23, RBT20]. Forums
[Zio08]. Fostering
[CO22, GOMLS18, SMPK+19, TWS+23, VTV16, KTBG15]. Fosters
[CIZ+23]. Foucauldian [AC20]. found [LGS18a, LGS18b]. foundation
[QM14]. Foundations [ÖÖ23, YT22]. Four
[ABPV20, Bla04, KS21, SCC23, TK22, WOB12]. Four-Tier [KS21]. Fourth
[CÖ20, Yan19, Che14, Mor14]. Fourth-Grade [CÖ20]. fplu [NPR12].
Fraction
[CG22, DGEPI6, GD19, LL21a, NPP16, SWYS24, YC23, CL10, JC10].
fraction-related [JC10]. fractional [LH14, LS15]. Fractions
[ELCG24, GFFVV23, KR18b, LL21b, PUR18, Saf18, SP17, ZY22, SP15].
Framework [AEP22, CMP19, FYL21, GPR+18, JYC21, MC04, VT07b,
YL18, Yeo17a, Yeo17b, CBO09, Nyi15, Ols07, PZLR16, VT07a].
Frameworks [RH15, TT18]. Framing [HK21]. France [SV22]. Free
[BB17, DD23, HHT21, Can14]. Free-Response [BB17]. Freshmen
[BMD+17]. Frustration [WT20]. Function [DNV17, HE17, PMCG+17,
WBB17, YL22, DDG+12, Mor09a, Mor09b, Nyi15, Voy11]. Functional
[AAM20, AAM24, HY07, KWMW22, PC22, DDG+12]. Functionality
[SWAES19]. functioning [BSD13]. Functions
[AWL16, DNV17, EPEG07, GZ21, KŠČ20, SCi22, AGB14, DVV15, FH12,
Lin14a, MMP14, NFB+15, WLSL14]. Fundamental [ABPV20, CYT16].
Funds [MWA23, CJOC11]. Future [ABH17, GSJ+17, LK18b, SEW18,
YAC10, YT22, vdWBD17, HWW13, Las13, WT13, WMP+12].
CCW16, CYT16, Das05, DJE17, HLT18, KRV+22, KVB22, Mea07, ÖSY24, Pet22, PD17, RH17, RMR22, SR21, SH24, SGCA18, TYC17, HGK11, Ing14].

Influences [CK14, KH06, LFM+19, VVR24, Ho10]. Influencing [JCC20, GGD19, VVR24, Ho10]. Influencing [JCC20, GGD15b, Ho10].

Informal [CCW16, CYT16, Das05, DJE17, HLT18, KRV+22, KVB22, LCA16, LF17, Su08]. Informing [DK14, KH06, LFM+19, VVR24, Ho10].

Informing [JCC20, GGD15b]. Informing [AH00, GGD15a]. Informing [CCW16, CYT16, Das05, DJE17, HLT18, KRV+22, KVB22, LCA16, LF17, Su08].

Informed [HHS24, MVC17a, MVC17b]. Informing [DCFC16, OHMW21]. Informing [Ols07]. Infused [HIS+16, HISH16].

Inheritance [DCE16, OHMW21]. Informative [CCW16, CYT16, Das05, DJE17, HLT18, KRV+22, KVB22, LCA16, LF17, Su08].

Inhibition [MZC+19] Inhibitory [BES12]. Inhibit [CCW16, CYT16, Das05, DJE17, HLT18, KRV+22, KVB22, LCA16, LF17, Su08].

Inhibition [MZC+19]. inhibitory [BES12]. Inhibition [MZC+19]. inhibitory [BES12].

Innovation [GT19, XFH23]. Innovations [LTT+19]. Innovative [CCW16, CYT16, Das05, DJE17, HLT18, KRV+22, KVB22, LCA16, LF17, Su08].

Innovative [CCW16, CYT16, Das05, DJE17, HLT18, KRV+22, KVB22, LCA16, LF17, Su08]. Innovative [CCW16, CYT16, Das05, DJE17, HLT18, KRV+22, KVB22, LCA16, LF17, Su08].

Innovations [LTT+19]. Innovative [CCW16, CYT16, Das05, DJE17, HLT18, KRV+22, KVB22, LCA16, LF17, Su08]. Innovative [CCW16, CYT16, Das05, DJE17, HLT18, KRV+22, KVB22, LCA16, LF17, Su08].

Inquiry-Based [CCW16, CYT16, Das05, DJE17, HLT18, KRV+22, KVB22, LCA16, LF17, Su08]. Inquiry-Oriented [LLT+19]. Inquiry-Oriented [LLT+19].

Insights [CO18, DL22, IK18, KH06, LSW19, LG13, MCF23, OC21, QC21, TDE18, CKH15, GACZ09, RCT+11]. Institutions [SF22]. Institutions [SF22].

Instruction [AMG16, BB19, CY23, CA21, FLP23, Fun21, Hua17, KTC19, LdCK21, LTD+18, MH17, MA17, MWM05, PL15, PUR18, Sch14, TR21, TY23, Tho22, Wan20, WQNC17, WFK+16, YZK15, YKJ20, YT07, ZYJ22, AT15, CMEM15, DBS15, GN08, Gok12, Gok15, LIWS13, LM10, LYP14, MSH10, Tan11, TT14, VR12, WWT10, Yik14].

Instructional [AMG16, BB19, CY23, CA21, FLP23, Fun21, Hua17, KTC19, LdCK21, LTD+18, MH17, MA17, MWM05, PL15, PUR18, Sch14, TR21, TY23, Tho22, Wan20, WQNC17, WFK+16, YZK15, YKJ20, YT07, ZYJ22, AT15, CMEM15, DBS15, GN08, Gok12, Gok15, LIWS13, LM10, LYP14, MSH10, Tan11, TT14, VR12, WWT10, Yik14].

Instructional [AMG16, BB19, CY23, CA21, FLP23, Fun21, Hua17, KTC19, LdCK21, LTD+18, MH17, MA17, MWM05, PL15, PUR18, Sch14, TR21, TY23, Tho22, Wan20, WQNC17, WFK+16, YZK15, YKJ20, YT07, ZYJ22, AT15, CMEM15, DBS15, GN08, Gok12, Gok15, LIWS13, LM10, LYP14, MSH10, Tan11, TT14, VR12, WWT10, Yik14].

Instructional [AMG16, BB19, CY23, CA21, FLP23, Fun21, Hua17, KTC19, LdCK21, LTD+18, MH17, MA17, MWM05, PL15, PUR18, Sch14, TR21, TY23, Tho22, Wan20, WQNC17, WFK+16, YZK15, YKJ20, YT07, ZYJ22, AT15, CMEM15, DBS15, GN08, Gok12, Gok15, LIWS13, LM10, LYP14, MSH10, Tan11, TT14, VR12, WWT10, Yik14].

Instructional [AMG16, BB19, CY23, CA21, FLP23, Fun21, Hua17, KTC19, LdCK21, LTD+18, MH17, MA17, MWM05, PL15, PUR18, Sch14, TR21, TY23, Tho22, Wan20, WQNC17, WFK+16, YZK15, YKJ20, YT07, ZYJ22, AT15, CMEM15, DBS15, GN08, Gok12, Gok15, LIWS13, LM10, LYP14, MSH10, Tan11, TT14, VR12, WWT10, Yik14].

Instructional [AMG16, BB19, CY23, CA21, FLP23, Fun21, Hua17, KTC19, LdCK21, LTD+18, MH17, MA17, MWM05, PL15, PUR18, Sch14, TR21, TY23, Tho22, Wan20, WQNC17, WFK+16, YZK15, YKJ20, YT07, ZYJ22, AT15, CMEM15, DBS15, GN08, Gok12, Gok15, LIWS13, LM10, LYP14, MSH10, Tan11, TT14, VR12, WWT10, Yik14].
[GPC23, HMM22, KK22b, KLH15, PB19, DL12].


Korean [CMP19, HK10, JMS16, KB17, LFF03, Lec11, MLK+15, OS05, PL19a]. Kosovar [ETG16]. Kuwait [Ebr12]. Kuwaiti [AR10, Ala16, AMG16, Jaf20].

[KL23a]. **Latin** [MJ18]. **Latvian** [Sap13]. **law** [TC09, Maj14]. **Laws** [McC03, NY11]. **Lead** [BCV21]. **Leader** [Ama20, BCV21]. **Leaders** [LBBE22, VHM22]. **Leadership** [HCBZ03, YWG21, BK13a]. **Leaky** [ATN23, AHTN24]. **Learn** [And03, AKA18, BCV21]. **Learned** [Ho10]. **Learner** [CRC22, Eme09, GB22, OCM00, PSM05, TT07, AB13, FL11]. **Leaders** [LBBE22, VHM22]. **Leadership** [HCBZ03, YWG21, BK13a]. **Leaky** [ATN23, AHTN24]. **Learn** [And03, AKA18, BCV21]. **Learned** [Ho10]. **Learner** [CRC22, Eme09, GB22, OCM00, PSM05, TT07, AB13, FL11].

Materialist [NF20]. Materials [CCL22, KRV+22, KP18, Sty08, OS10].


Math/Science [WICC+18]. Mathematical [Aky16, AS22, Ama20, Bea22, BOL23, BF23, CPTMSM22, CL20, Chi09, CGTQ21, DHB19, DD23, DG19, DA20b, DJE17, GB22, GAMDV22, GAMDV4, GOMLS18, Gus24, HNA16, HE17, HMHG20, HMC19, HCBS18a, HCBS18b, IFL20, JC17, JSS17, Joh16, KL18a, KRV+22, KC20, KB16a, KL18b, jK19, Koh19, KH06, KFM+17, LL22, LBF24, LLLP19, Lee21b, LTT+20, LR08, MSdSOT17, MSGGVZDF20, Mea07, NK04, Ols18, PEK+23, PN18, PB19, RML22, Sum13, Sum16a, Sum16b, TMS22, VWH+17, VGDD23, WSW+08, Wil20b, WwLD+15, YKC18, YE23, Ye017a, Ye017b, YPT07b, ZG08, vV16, AH11, Bra12, DPK08, Fer14, HL13, JSP15, KHL12, LM15, LS15, LLWS13, Lin06, PPS12, PC13, Voi11, vdWBD21, DA20a]. Mathematically [LTT06, LG13]. mathematically-talented [LG13].

Mathematician [YMZ22]. Mathematicians [AC20, ARZRV16].

Mathematics [AN18, AVM16, AC20, AVT16, ABPD16, AMFC21, AS22, AL22, ALT+07, ALT14, ABPV0, And03, Ano12a, Ano12b, Ari18, Ari19. Ari24, AE10, ANLL21, BRA+20, BFH19, BKMK24, BJ23, Bet19, BC21, BC022, BWO20, Bro22, CJ17, CTC16, CD23, CK22, CCCN17, CC16, Cor18, Cor7, CBR21, DF22, Ded11, DRZ20, DB17, Dog12, Dog16, DNWC18, DKL16, DJE17, DB15, EHM19, EI 22, EkB19, ES08, ED23, ERC03, ES24, FCS15, FTWC18, FI19, Fog22, FB06, Fre21, Fre24, GPC23, Gao20, GBC21, GBC24, GR21, GYU24, GG09, GPA01, GSJ+17, GHL22, Güv09, HTCS19, HJKL23, HHJR21, HAC24, HKS18, Hii18, HFBM24, HYL23, HL07, HDvJ21, HCH23, IV24, IA08, JLO18, Jao17, JRGB23, JSPR20, JWR20, JRS22, JMS16, KC22, KL23a, KCS23]. Mathematics [KLR23, Kau11, KEC23, Kil18, KD22, jKMH20, KL15, Ko10, KN22, KBK15, KRU19, Kot16, Koy23, KEB21, LAN20, LR20, LBP+24, LJ16, Lau22, LOJ08, LHC17, Lee21a, Lee21b, Leh22, Lem21, Len06, LTT+19, LTT+21, Ler07, Len05, Len19, LTCC07, Lin05b, LW16, Lin17, LTN+21, LdCC21, LCW+24, LKL20, Lin13, LK18b, MSS22, MK23, MCF23, MHIS09, MSGAGMSGAG, MSGGVZDF20, MSGAG, McM04, MWM05, MRLM21, MKS16, MF05, MCO4, MN23, Ng10, NLW16, hCN18, Ng20, NF20, NDD14, OL08, OE19, Oro16, PP08, PP15, PSB19, PRV+07, PFCM23, PA22, PD17, RH17, RS24, RJ21, RL19, RAL+07, RBE21, RA17, SCG+19, SCGS23, SS18, SV22, SMG+19, SL20, SLK20, SMPK+19, SCDC21, SML24, SE22, SAA18, SSS18, SYOL07, Shi21, SS21, Shi22, SBN16, SF05, SS19, Sty08].

Mathematics [SMZ06, Sum20, SCC23, SMSG23, TH19, TLK22, TLK24, TCC+24, Tay18, TCH+17, TLR21, Tuo22, TSP16, TPS21, Tsao6, TYC17, TLHV16a, TLHV16b, TNHK23, TPK+23, TS04, Ulu21, UD18, UFW17, VRFC+08, VRFC+18].
Methods [Ble09, CA24, Cor17, DB17, Jao17, Lee16b, McC03, RB09, SMPK+19, VJ06, WL08, BL09, JLU+10, Lee16a].


Middle-School [WL22, TSO16]. Might [Tho22]. Migrant [ZK20].


Mixtures [CB16]. Mobile [ABH17, CCAG22, CME15]. Mode [SG09].


Model-Based [CA21, KK22a]. Model-Eliciting [UD18]. Modeling [BÖL23, CIBP23, HC23, HC24, HBK19, KD09, Lee18, LC23, MWM05, PL15, SCG+19, TIG14, TMS22, YE23, HS14, JLC+13, Lin14a, Sch15, SP15, VAF12].

Modeling-Based [LC23]. Modelling [AS22, Eng23, Gil04, GOMLS18, LBF24, Lee11, SP17, DS15, DK15, OD15].

Models [DC16, EY23, Gil04, HbK19, KAK+20, Lee18, LL21b, Lin05, LR08, NPT17, SP17, SRS2D23, AB11, AB13, MMV16, WOB12, WL14]. Moderate [HCBS18a, HCBS18b]. Moderating [TH18, YSHC23]. modern [Pap10].


Motivation [ALI23, AKA18, BB09, CB16, CL20, EP21, FT05, FTWC18, FLP23, HBP17, HHT+20, KWO07, KTC19, NLW16, hCN18, Ng20, ORO16, PP15, VC23, ZL11, rSY19, CHW11, DRT+12, MDT13, OL14, VAF12].

[HTCS19, SP21b, Am16, AB14, CMME15]. **NSW** [VC17]. **Nuggets** [SKS+23]. **Number** [ABPD16, Als12, CO20, DGE16, ERdS20, LYC04, MOI07, PUR18, RVT20, Yan03, YnL08, YRR09, YS21, YC23, HNB11]. **Numbers** [AGF21, ERdS20, GFCG18, LTM18, Che12]. **Numeracies** [ZZ09]. **Numeracy** [GGD15a, DL12]. **Numerical** [ES09]. **Numerosity** [RMR22]. **Nursing** [DLD18]. **Nurturing** [Gal22]. **Nutrition** [CGERBL18]. **Nyanza** [Bag11].

**Object** [EA19, HHT21]. **Object-Free** [HHT21]. **Object-Related** [HHT21]. **Objectification** [El22]. **objects** [PMLC15]. **Observation** [KP18, TKS18]. **Observational** [PL15]. **Observations** [VCSA+23, ZBH23]. **observe** [KYA13a]. **Observing** [LdCCK21, RH19, TKS18]. **Obstacle** [SVDK09]. **Obstacles** [Nis17, Mor09a, Mor09b]. **Occur** [LH08]. **Ocean** [BPMK24].

**OECD** [YCH04]. **of-the-art** [HEB11]. **Offer** [WKG20]. **Offered** [Sty08]. **Offering** [SR21, SMG+19]. **Officers** [SC03]. **official** [AV06]. **Old** [DAM19, NK04, PEK+23, MR14]. **Older** [RVT20]. **olds** [BFE15, EVV11].

**Omani** [AAF17]. **On-Campus** [PDUA21]. **One** [AVM16, CL20, Dud17, HK21, JSH+23, RL12]. **Oneself** [HK21]. **Online** [CH20, LCB21, Str20, TSMW16, WC16, HTWT14]. **Onto** [GGBW23]. **Onto-semiotic** [GGBW23]. **Open** [LNP+18, LPK24, Zio08]. **Openness** [Yeo17a, Yeo17b].

**Opinions** [Bin20]. **Opportunities** [And03, BML24, EH18, Fan21, HKS18, Hon23, jK19, jKMH20, PA22, QHS+20, SMZ06, ZKS+05, AE15, AE16, WT13]. **opportunity** [MRA10, ZC15]. **Optics** [MVC17a]. **optimal** [Cro09]. **Oral** [IV24]. **Order** [Gub16, SCC23]. **Ordered** [HMM22]. **Organic** [HMS16, YY13, LT11]. **organiser** [GN08]. **organising** [KN13]. **organization** [CTGS15, MaJ14]. **Organizing** [OE19]. **orientation** [LHL+09, Ozdi10, RR16, Uit14].

**Oriental** [RH15]. **Orientations** [GHL22, MAL+11, ZP06, RCG+11]. **Oriented** [LLP19, LLC+16, MNBZH+05, TY23, DMNH11, RVG15]. **origami** [AT15]. **origami-based** [AT15]. **Origin** [BBT17, Gov17]. **Origins** [BdSSC16]. **Orthodox** [EHM19]. **Our** [BC06, Owe14]. **Out-of-Field** [LR20, Hob13]. **out-of-school** [MMK11]. **Outcome** [LJC08, JLC+13]. **outperform** [ZS11]. **Overall** [CGTQ21]. **Overcoming** [KBH+15, Ron18]. **overt** [AM14b]. **Overview** [Rao06]. **Ownership** [EN08, EGJ09]. **Oxidation** [Own06, Own10]. **Oxidation-reduction** [Own10].

**Pacific** [CABR06, TVC03]. **Pakistan** [Hal12]. **Paleontology** [LCB21]. **Palestinian** [Zei10, Zei15]. **Pandemic** [CMM23]. **Paper** [EK19, Lem21, KAC15, RR09]. **paper-and-pencil** [KAC15]. **Paper-Based** [Lem21]. **Papers** [Ano13, Ano12c, sL13, Tsa13]. **Papua** [PTW05]. **paradox**
Practicing [KBK+22, SAA18]. Practitioner [HHS+21, PH19]. Practitioners [ERC03].
Pragmatic [WCB23]. Praxeological [TS20]. Praxeologies [PR24]. Pre [Ala16, ABPD16, AO16, BSLM16, BSG+23, Bay09, BV24, Bil06, Bla04, ÇAC07, CPTMSM22, CY21, CT04, DS15, DB17, DJB15, EKC+21, ELO08, GC19, Gub16, HM09, İIED+23, IFL20, Jaf20, Jao17, JRWB23, KEC23, Kil18, KN13, LL23, Lct22, LL06, LHC17, LL21a, LL21b, Lin05b, MRC23, ÖÖ23, PSB19, Pet22, PA22, RML22, Ron20, RCC22, SBR22, Tay18, TM17, VBACCG22, Wan20, WSW+08, YZK15, YRR09, CA14, DK15, GGD15b, KIR12, KB17, MPB10, NN11, Oh14, SMFL15, TRF05]. Pre- [BSG+23, LL23]. pre-entry [MPB10]. Pre-kindergarten [TM17].
Principles [KJ19, SLV22, UD18, CCWL15]. Print [HY07]. Printing [CC18, NF20]. Prior


Reactions [Own06, Own10]. Read [HHH22].
Real [ASR19, AS22, BLS20, GOMLS18, Jon19, NJ24, PDÜA21, SS18, CP12].
Real-World [ASR19, Jon19, NJ24, AS22, CP12]. Realism [WKG20].
Realistic [Fre21, Fre24, RL19, CVCCV11, SP15]. Realities [Fan21, AV06].
Reality [LVW+24, SD22, SLW10]. Reality-Assisted [LVW+24]. reasonable [AR10].
Reasonableness [DD23, Yan19, YS19a].
Reasoning [AD16, ABM24, AB18, BBST06, BRSG20, BWO20, CGBD23, DHB19, DWM16, DN18, DL22, DLD18, GPC23, Get23, GGBW23, HMO9, HM22, JLO18, JSS17, Joh16, KRV+22, KRI18a, KK23, KH06, LCY04, LY07, Ols18, PR04, RBT20, SCIB22, Shi21, SRS23, Sun13, Sun16a, Sun16b, Tur22, VWH+17, VC23, XFT21, YKUB17, AGB14, AH11, AT15, AE10, BES12, Bye13, CS15, FH12, GCK15, HNB11, LM15, LH14, NIV13, Per20, SW14].
Recognise [WFWK23]. Recognising [PN18]. recognition [AR10].
Recommendations [AL23]. Recommended [HFBM24]. Reconciliation [Cor17].
Refining [GZ21, PCL18]. Reflection [KD22, MH17, KLJ+13, KBY11, MNE12, SCS+12]. Reflections [LBF24, OS05, GLY09, Dog21]. Reflective [MA21, Pet22, SJL20, WL08].
Reform [CCT16, JSPR20, KA19, LHC17, Leu05, McGO3, MM05, WFP04, ALS12, MEL10, RCG+11, ZKS+05]. Reform-Based [McO03].
Reformatted [DNWC18, WL21]. Reforms [AHO19, VT07b, VT07a].
Refutation [KK19, MZC+19, Tip10, AM14b]. Refutational [LK1+15].
Regarding [AMG16, BRR+22, DBS22, Gov17, JSRP20, KL18b, LSW19, LG20, Mii08, WIl20b, Bur10, Del15, LG13, THV+15]. Region [TDBLY16].
Regional [TC07]. Regions [WL21]. registers [DPK08, MPP14].
Regulated [CT04, LCS15, HLT22, NLS10, YWC+18, AYL16, HYC+16].
Regulation [LZL+18, POS17, TAC19, LTR21, CC16, VAF12, YS19b].
Reification [Shi18]. Reinventing [Tur22, Pap10]. rejection [GGD15b].
Related [AYL16, BOL23, Gio09, HHT21, KRI18a, LHY24, LK18b, NIS17, PMCG+17, PEK+23, RH17, RS24, SRS19, TLH16a, TLH16b, YJY08, BW10, CSM12, CRU09, DC08, HWW13, JC10, KB16b, LS14, LS14, Ut14, WCY16].
Relatedness [ZBB22]. Relating [BRB+20, DL22]. LAA+23, TCC+10].
Relation [AGBC17, DHTA+24, LVW+24, LDC22, POS17, SC21, WT20, KKVW15, TSP12]. relational [KN13, Per20]. Relations
[EPEG07, FL06, LLHC23, MW09, MKSK16, YSHC23]. **Relationship**

[AYLW16, AD16, BHV+24, BRR+22, ES08, ELCG24, FCS15, HCH16, HILAT16, KC22, Khi23, Lee21a, SIA23, SL21, SS19, TLT21, Tay18, TH18, YunLo8, YKB21, AB13, CY14, KHL12, KV10, LY10, MAL+11, OBE12, Zel10].

**Relationships** [Ari19, Ble09, DC16, DRZ20, ES04, ELCG24, HILAT16, KC22, HASR24, LH14, LYO04, MKSK16, PCM22, YFW20, BL09, JLC+13, Pet13, Tig14].

**Relative** [KL18b, Pro24, PC13].

**Relevance** [Ari19, Ble09, DC16, DRZ20, ES04, ELCG24, GB22, HASR24, LH14, LY10, MAL+11, OBE12, Zel10].

**Reliability** [HHT+20, HASR24, ATG13, NRKR13].

**Relevant** [HHT+20, HASR24, ATG13, NRKR13].

**Religious** [Gov17, KB16b].

**Remediation** [LL17].

**Remote** [GS13, TYW+17].

**Renewable** [EB20].

**Repeated** [DDG+12].

**Replays** [Bro22].

**Replication** [IV24].

**Report** [Lin14b, Lin16b].

**Reported** [EP21, HDvJ21, Sap13].

**Represent** [AB11].

**Representational** [DGEP16, So16, YZJ22, DK15, NSV13, SW14].

**Representations** [AGBC17, AC20, AGW24, CW06, CCT16, DNV17, DK16, EPEG07, KL18a, KC20, LKC+15, MOI07, PN04, PCM22, RVTV20, SB17, Son22, TBP17, VC17, XFT21, AGB14, ALA+15, DTV15, EFL+13, LLWS13, PC13, SB09, WLSL14].

**Representing** [GY19, Lil07, RK10].

**Reptiles** [YYC04].

**Require** [KRV+22, PSB19].

**Required** [SMPK+19].

**Requirements** [Joh16].

**Rescue** [Zio08].

**Research** [ALT+07, AK17b, BV24, BK15, EL008, FHL19, HSK24, HSS24, JSC24, JRS22, KBH+15, KE21, Law05, Lee21b, Ler07, Lin05b, LK18b, MJ18, RM24, Ran06, SD16, Ssa19, Sho06, SWAES19, TLK22, TLK24, Tsa06, WKG20, Aky16, ACY10, CTT+11, CBT+12, Din14, GACZ09, Hal12, Ko10, KB14, MW09, MNE12, Ols07, Rut11, Tip10, YL08].

**Research-Based** [Lin05b, Din14, GACZ09, Ols07].

**Research-Informed** [HHS24].

**Research-intensive** [MW09].

**Researchers** [QCH23, KB14].

**Researching** [JRS22, KBH+15, KE21, Law05, Lee21b, Ler07, Lin05b, LK18b, MJ18, RM24, Ran06, SD16, Ssa19, Sho06, SWAES19, TLK22, TLK24, Tsa06, WKG20, Aky16, ACY10, CTT+11, CBST+12, Din14, GACZ09, Hal12, Ko10, KB14, MW09, MNE12, Ols07, Rut11, Tip10, YL08].

**Respiratory** [HbK19].

**Respiration** [SP05].

**Respiratory** [HbK19].

**Responding** [ED23].

**Response** [BB17, Gas24, KK22b, HSIC10].

**Responses** [CBR21, HSH22, KK22b, Ron18, Str20, SWAES19, THAD20, WHC17, BZST10, BFE15, BSML16, NPR12].

**Responsibility** [KSL23].

**Responsive** [HM22, jK19, NP23, Rj21].

**Restructuring** [MQ07].

**Result** [DC16, Yan19].

**Results** [DD23, GG09, MKSK16, OÖ23, VR23, YS19a, YAC10, BK13b, Ded11].

**Retention** [AKHT23].

**Retraining** [AFAN13].

**Retrieving** [CTC16, RH23].

**Reveal** [HbK19, SBK+14].

**Revealing** [PP15].

**Review** [FHL19, JRS22, HH22, LL23, MN23, SS21, TWY+17, WSC22, YKJ20, ZL20, LHL+12, LH15, Tip10, WC16].

**Revised** [WO19].

**Revisiting** [PA22, ZZ16].

**Rich** [ANLL21, EGJ09, MH17, ZB13].

**Rico** [HFVH17].

**Riemann** [JLC17].

**Rio** [Kyl06].

**Risks** [LLP+24, ZGZM17].

**Road** [Kyll06].

**Robotics** [ZX20].

**Robust** [NP23].

**Role** [AFG21, AAF17, CTC16, CO22, DN17, DK18, El22, GGD15a, GDFVCM24, HP24, HHS+21, KC22, KNF+20, Lau22, LLN+21,}
Ma23, MZC \textsuperscript{\textdagger}19, MFG \textsuperscript{\textdagger}21, hCN18, RS24, RGC08, SGCS23, SK17, SAPM22, TR21, TC07, Tho22, TNHK23, VGDD23, VC23, AE10, Bag11, BEF15, DTV15, FD12, MP10, MDT13, MG15b, OO15, WMP \textsuperscript{\textdagger\textdagger}12. role-playing [BEF15]. Roles [IAS17, KKE \textsuperscript{\textdagger}17, YUG24]. ROM [LCC11b]. Romanian [ETG16]. rona [LG13]. Roots [Shi18]. ROM [LCC11b]. Romanian [ETG16]. S \textsuperscript{\textdagger} [SYOL07]. S1 [LSG18a, LGS18b]. S4 [LSG18a, LGS18b]. Sample [SW23, SP05, WK08]. Sampling [MSAGHMNG19, JLC\textsuperscript{\textdagger}13]. Satisfaction [AM04, WT20, ZPW\textsuperscript{\textdagger}24]. Saudi [AHO19, AAS13, Alg20, KA19, Tig14]. Savart [Ma14]. Scaffold [IFL20]. Scaffolding [BFH19, BWK\textsuperscript{\textdagger}19, Kil18, KVB22, LCTK24, MBF13, RML22, TWC\textsuperscript{\textdagger}16, LHL\textsuperscript{\textdagger}12]. Scaolds [CHC16, DK18]. Scale [BMD\textsuperscript{\textdagger}17, Din18, Dud17, KR18b, KSL23, Lin17, MB21, SWAEKS19, TLK17, ZZV18, ALT\textsuperscript{\textdagger}07, CCG\textsuperscript{\textdagger}11, KBY11, NFK10, TS016]. Scaolds [SCDC21]. Scenarios [SLV22]. schema [GLSM11]. schemes [BC11]. Scholastic [TKS18]. School [AVT16, AYLW16, AGW24, AM04, Ari18, Ari24, AOJT22, AK17b, AAM20, AAM24, AB18, ABG06, Bal18, BJT23, Bea22, Bin20, BG22, CÖ20, CCL22, CC18, Cho21, DC16, DB17, DD23, Din18, DHTA\textsuperscript{\textdagger}24, Dog16, DO23, Eng17, EKB19, GT19, GR21, GAM22, GAMD24, Hil18, HLT22, HFBM24, HBP17, HGSL18, HHH\textsuperscript{\textdagger}23, Hsu19, JLO18, JMS16, JLL22, KAN20, Kan23, KK22a, KWO07, KB16a, KN22, KFM\textsuperscript{\textdagger}17, LAN20, LE06, LBP\textsuperscript{\textdagger}24, LLL01, LFF03, LWL\textsuperscript{\textdagger}20, Len06, LZL\textsuperscript{\textdagger}18, LYL23, Lin04, LLC\textsuperscript{\textdagger}16, LR08, LLL22, LDG20, Mad22, MH17, MSdSG17, MSAGHM19, MSGGVZDF20, MSAGHM22, MB20, MRDCC17, MFP\textsuperscript{\textdagger}21, MO17, NHLS08, NSH24, Ng10, hCN18, NF20, NPP16, ÖSY24, PT23, PL15, PSB19, PTW05, PDÜA21, PPC20, PA22, RH17, RTC22, Ram24, RGC08, RTM\textsuperscript{\textdagger}20, SEW18, SWDR20, STD\textsuperscript{\textdagger}23, SGCS23, SV22, SLK20]. School [SH24, SP17, Sha06, SS018, SWCH20, So03, Sum16a, Sum16b, SCC23, SMSBZ23, TL21, TC07, TKDD19, TT18, TSP16, TYC17, TSC17, TP1\textsuperscript{\textdagger}23, UM18, Ulu21, UFW17, VT07b, WL22, WT20, WO19, WAL23, WAL24, WS16, WHH08, XC21, XFH23, YMZ22, YKC18, YKUB17, YSHC23, YCL04, YWF20, ZZV18, ZPW\textsuperscript{\textdagger}24, vV16, AAS13, Bag11, BK13a, BS15, CWW11, CTGS15, CK14, CWZ23, DBS15, DMNH11, DJB15, EGN11, GN08, HBTP13, HK10, Jac12, Knu14, LS14, Lin14a, LTT09, LCC11b, MSK22, MS14, MMK11, MIJJ15, MP10, MMZ09, MG15a, MLK\textsuperscript{\textdagger}15, NY11, NN11, dFAN13, OdC15, ODC09, PPS12, PV14, Ped15, QM14, RCT\textsuperscript{\textdagger}11, RB13, RWW11, RVG15, Rut11, STC12, TBT\textsuperscript{\textdagger}10, TS016, TRF05, Uit14, VT07a, Wai14, WP12, WT15, Wel15, Yan14]. School-Related [RH17, LS14]. School-Type [SCC23]. Schooler [GD19, BSLM16]. Schooling [WM17, MRA10]. Schools
Schoolteacher [ALI23]. Science [LGS18a, LGS18b]. Science [APR17, AAA16, ABAH23, AHO19, Alg20, AMG16, AD16, AAF17, ALT+07, ALT14, AM04, Ano12a, Ano12b, ALI23, AKA18, ABH17, AO16, BdSSC16, BSG+23, BE16, BB09, BAN21, Bin20, Bla04, Bla09, BB19, CMM23, CRC22, CA24, CA21, CO18, Ceg21, CCCN17, CY21, CWH19, CCL22, Chi04, CYT16, Cho21, CGR17, CMP19, CFC22, Cor17, CT04, DS18, DC06, Das05, DCOK23, EDM15, EKC+21, EY23, ED23, FHL19, Fan21, FLP23, FHMuL18, Fun21, FL23, GS16, GPC23, GCG18, GC19, GC21, GSH+18, Gil04, GPCB15, GSO, GH07, GRWHP19, GJ21, HK19, HSM06, HTO19, HmYB07, HNMG16, HDR21, HC16a, HFV17, Hew04, HLT22, HP17, HHS+21, HY07, Hua06, HC16b, HCH16, HILAT16, HLO4, IAS17, IK18, IIED+23, Jaf20, Jia19, JSC24, JWR20, JLU+10, JLL20, KST+23]. Science [Kan23, KK22a, Khi23, KYA13b, KKE+17, KA19, KK22b, KS21, KEB21, KSE16, Kul18, KTC19, Ky06, LCA16, LF17, LBP+24, LJ20, LJP08, LFF03, LL05, LLW+20, Lrr07, Lou22, LZZ+18, LYL23, Lin14b, LEC+15, LLC+16, LW16, LL17, LWZ+24, LLHC23, LJC06, Ma23, MSS22, MNBZ+05, MHIS09, MSA17, MDF08, MVC17a, MVC17b, Mc03, MP10, Mg03, MW05, MJ18, MBBR08, MS18, MA21, MB20, MKS16, MC04, MN23, MAA05, MRC23, NACE22, NL16, OL08, OS05, ÖÖ23, PH19, PS017, PP08, PZA16, PSM+20, Pet22, PB09, QHS+20, Ram24, Ram06, RGC08, RAL+07, RBE21, Rol19, RV17, RH15, SIA23, SB21, SBS+07, Sch14, SG09, Se16, SC21, SCDC21, ST24, SAK24, SH24, SSS18, SS21, SCB16, SWCH20, So03, SZCL18, SGM15, CGH16, SS19, Str20, SWAEKS19, TK22, TL12, TWC+16]. Science [TLK22, TLK24, TAC19, TVC03, TC07, TYY+17, TPS21, Tsa06, TYC17, TA15, TSC17, TP+23, V06, Vid15, V16, VR23, VT07b, VC23, WB20, WL21, WL22, WC16, WT18, WL18, Wan20, WT20, WWM+24, Wat17, W019, WCC19, WS16, WSA07, WFK+16, WC09, WICC+18, Xn22, Yam18, YHL18, YKO19, YWC+18, YSI19b, YUG24, YCH04, YT07, YT22, YGW21, ZSW+21, ZBB22, ZT23, ZP06, rSY19, ATG13, Aie14, AAS13, AMBL16, Are12, AK13, AM14b, AAY15, AB14, BTY11, BW10, BL09, BMN16, BAV+11, BNH+15, BMO14, Bur10, CA14, CCG+11, CY14, CW23, Che11, CCW15, Chi12a, CGYK+16, CBO09, COC11, DFR06, DAO+11, DRT+12, DK10, Ebr12, Em09, FG14, FD12, GC10, GGD15b, Hal12, HCC15, HT13, Ho10, HTWT14, HEB11, HK10, HNB11, HPC+16, HYC+16, HJS+16, HSH16, HLO7, Hun14, IK14, Ing14]. Science [JLC08, JWXvD23, JLC+13, KGA+11, KB16b, KYA13c, KYJS12, KBY11, Kni10, KV10, Kuw13, KB14, LAMV12, LCC11a, LHL+12, Lin14a, Lin16b, LH15, LCI4a, LCI4b, LL14, LM12, LLL15, MMD11, Mel10, MDT13, MMZ09, MG15a, MG15b, Mor14, MPB01, NCH11, NRKR13, NEAC10, NF10, NN11, Oh14, Oli10, OEMZ12, PZLR16, PC13, RB13, RR11, RJHB12, RSPK14.
RR09, Rut11, Sch15, SOTF13, SYOL05, SYOL07, SIS+11, SWA+12, SC11, mS13, So16, SLES09, TOV12, TS016, Tig14, Tip10, TT14, TRF05, UKM11, VAF12, VRW05, VR12, VT07a, Wai14, WCT+12, WT15, WLJ14, YHT16, YL08, Zei15, ZKS+05, ZC15, ZB13, LAMV12, Lin16b, NOVRR22, science-based [FG14], Science-Methods [Ble09, BL09], Science-Oriented [MNBZH+05], science-related [LsL14], science-text [YHT16], Sciences [BSR24, Gov17, Ram24, SLC17], Scientific [AD16, BWK+19, BE16, BMD+17, CS16, CC05, Das05, DWM16, Din18, Dog21, DHTA+24, ELRW20, Fan21, Get23, Gov17, HP24, HCS18a, HCS18b, JYC21, KAK22, KP18, KB22, LOJ08, Lee18, Lin16a, LS24, LLL22, LCB21, M23, MSA17, NOVRR22, Pet22, PBDE23, SSK+23, TR21, TH18, VTV16, VCSA+23, VC23, WB20, WSA07, WSW+08, Yam18, YTHH22, YLTO21, YPF07b, YWF20, AB11, AB13, AMBLL16, ArDb23, BSL16, CTC14, CS15, KR18a, LCC+09, MLK+15, NSV13, OBE12, SC14, SLES09, YZK15], Scientist [HHS+21, Hsu19, Mor14, PBDE23, Sas21, AB14, DW15, SPF23], Scientists [CC14, KSL23, AB14, CTT+11, LNW22, MJM011], scope [Rut11].

Scoping [MN23], Scores [HILAT16, LM12], Scripts [CC16], sculpture [YHT16], Selected [ES04, ES09, LBP+24, WBB17, ZF06, BAV+11], Selection [LL21a, LC23, LD20, SWDR20, BHC10], Self [Shi21], Self-Concept [SCB16, YT07, MRLM21], Self-concepts [HBP17, Are12], Self-Determination [CIZ+23], Self-Diagnosis [Saf18], Self-Efficacy [AO16, DC06, Gao20, HZL22, HLT22, HHT21, Lau22, LLW+20, LZW+24, LJC08, LS23, MRLM21, MS18, MA21, NOVRR22, NHL808, NSH24, PS017, Saf18, SSK+23, SH24, SCB16, TL12, TAC19, TLR21, TH18, VHM22, WT20, YWC+18, YS19b, YT07, ZBB22, Arc12, Bag11, Bur10, CK11, Chi12a, HYC+16, JLC08, LM12, Pet13, Tig14, Uit14, VAF12], Self- [NSH24], self-enhancement.
self-perception [Tig14]. Self-Regulated

Self-Regulation [LZL18, PS017, TAC19, TLR21, CC16, YS19b, VAF12].


States [Bar17, RS24, TVC03, TCC+10, ZF06].

Statewide [Saw19].

Statistics [AkB21, LOJ08, LH15, Shi21, TT18, WK08, vDDDB22, CP12, LIT09].

Status [Saw19].

Statistical [AkB21, LOJ08, LH15, Shi21, TT18, WK08, vDDDB22, CP12, LIT09].

Statistics [AK20, BOL23, CC16, Wat17, Yan14].

Status [KC22, KB16a, Kot16, Lee21b].

Stereotype [TPM19].

Stereotypes [AKHT23].

Stickers [KKE+17].

Stereotypical [RT10].

Stimulated [SL20].

Stochastics [RCC22].

Stoichiometry [HmYB07, DC08].

Stories [LCB21].

Story [AM14a, HPP09].

Storytelling [SWYS24].

Straightforward [KL23b].

Strategic [AT07, AOZ09, Ala16, AFG21, ABP16, Ari18, Ari24, Ben22, BBH20, FCS15, GD19, HmYB07, HFBM24, JC10, Lex16b, LZL+18, PL19a, PSB19, TVC03, WSA07, YRR09, Al12, BC11, Ehr12, Gok15, Hal12, KAC15, LT11, Oh11, SBK+14].

Strategy [BRR+22, JSH+23, LB08, ÖÖ23, SRSD23, CKH15, GN08].

Strengthening [Hsi13].

Strengths [BSD13].

Stress [HSMO06].

Stressful [HSMO06].

Striving [Lit10].

Strong [HTCS19].

Structural [DGEP16, FCS15, JCC20, KGM24, PMCG+17, YWF20, JLC+13, PPS12, VA12].

Structure [CGR13, EA19, MSdSGG17, Pit23, TWC+16, TYW+17, AM14b, Che11, KN13, LY13, NFB+15, Oli10, TSP12, WLSN14].

Structured [LB08, SCiB22, Can14].

Structures [DIBS22, EkB19, SF22, GLSM11, THV+15].

Structuring [CB16, Nis17].

Student [AT07, ASR19, AGB17, AOZ09, AB11, AHO19, AFG21, AKHT23, AYLW16, ALT+07, ABH17, AE15, AWL16, AB18, AÖC10, AKD+19, BKW+19, BB09, BÖL23, Bi106, BRR+22, BPKM24, BCO22, BF23, BCC06, CCW16, CO20, CdHD16, CA21, CS16, CK06, CK22, CT18, Che12, CCL22, CIZ+23, CH20, CGR17, Cov18, CIBP23, DC06, DC16, DVA15, DN17, DAM19, DK18, DÇOK23, DWM16, DRT+12, DL22, DO23, EN08, ELRW20, EK18, ED23, EG17, FB19, FTWC18, FLP23, FH12, GR21, GDFVM24, GSO+17, HC23, HC24, HP21, HHH22, HP24, HbK19, HmYB07, HE17, HKS18, HLT22, HFBM24, HGSL18, HHS+21, HHH+23, HASR24, HMS16, Hsu19, HLT18, HSH22, HCH16, IAS17, IK18, IFL20, JC17, JLO18, JSS17, JCC20, JML21, JSH+23, JHWW16, JSH+19, JSRP20, Jon19, KST+23, KR18a, KAK+20].

Student [KWO07, KYA13b, KB21, KA19, jK19, KKL20, KK22b, Kim22, KÇ18, KK23,
KH06, Kul18, LCA16, LE06, LBP+24, LJ20, LSW19, LL06, LFF03, Lee16b, Lee18, LLW+20, LM21, LP23, Len06, LTCCY07, Lin04, Lin16a, LLC+16, LL17, LC23, LWZ+24, Lin17, Liu05, LR08, LH08, LLI22, LDG20, Mad22, MH17, MCF23, MSaSGG17, MRLM21, MKSK16, MRDDC17, MFG+21, NSH24, Ng10, NLW16, hCN18, Ng20, NA24, NFB+15, NK04, OS05, Oro16, OBH17, ÖSY24, PS07, PP08, PP15, PZA16, PUR18, PN04, PTW05, PBDE23, PRW+07, Fit15, PCL18, PD17, PB09, RCT22, RSPK14, RH23, SPF23, SR21, SEW18, SWDR20, Saw19, SL20, Sch14, SLK20, SMKP+19, SKS+23, SAK24, SLC17, SCSK19, Shi21, SLCK19, SA16, SWCH20, SZCL18, SJL20, SF05, SRS23, Str20, Su08, SWAEKS19, Sum16a, SK23. Student

[SCC23, THAD20, TT07, TH19, TLT21, TAC19, TB17, TY23, Tay18, TCH+17, TWS+23, Tur22, UFW17, VRW05, Vid15, WSZ23, Wan07, WL08, WC16, WT18, WT20, WWM+24, WK09, Wil20a, Wil20b, XFT21, Xu22, YHL18, YS19a, YS21, YKC18, YSHC23, YS19b, YS21, YST07, Yor23, YCL04, YY13, YWF20, YJY08, vV16, vKF22, ARZRV16, AAMU+14, AR10, AM14a, AW12, AE16, APCK12, BZST10, Bag11, BHS15, BS15, ÇAC09, ÇTC14, CSM12, CPMSW11, CW11, CK14, CWZ23, CDT+11, CYK+16, CBDV10, DC08, DFS23, DMNH11, Ebr12, ES16, GS12, GN08, Gok12, Gok15, GS13, HBP13, HCC15, HL13, Ing14, JLC12, JWVx23, KY13a, KST09, KB16b, KYA13c, KKvdW15, Kuw13, LM15, Lep12, Lin06, LHL+09, Lin14b, Lin16b, Lin09, LLT09, LS14, LM12, MS14, MMK11, Mod12, MIR15, MJMOR11]. student

[MPB10, MMV16, MR14, NPR12, OL14, OD09, PPS12, PC13, PSMK+12, RK10, RCT+11, RJHB12, RYG15, RT10, RUT11, SKA11, SMFL15, SWA+12, STC12, SG15, SBL+14, SW14, TSA12, TCC+10, TC09, TSP12, Uit14, VAF12, VR12, WLSN14, WCT+12, WLJ14, Wls15, WMP+12, YHT15, YFL15, ZC15].

Student-Centered [MH17]. Student-led [BB09]. Student-teacher

[BB09]. Student-with-GeoGebra [JC17]. Students

[ABAHA23, AGW24, AAM20, AAM24, Bea22, BW+24, CM23, Ceg21, CC18, CMP19, DBV22, DD23, Din18, DLD18, FMOM16, Gao20, GSJ+17, GHL22, Hil18, HD+21, HILAT16, HL04, IA08, KD09, KP18, KRS23, KNF+20, LAA+23, LJ16, LZL+18, LC23, LS23, MNZBH+05, Miy08, MO23, NJ24, NA€CE22, NHL508, NP23, Nis17, ODT07, PT23, PFQ+18, PPCC20, Pri23, RG008, RH19, SHM21, SD16, SV08, SS18, SBM12, SC21, Sha06, SRS23, SS19, SK23, TRL21, UM18, VB20, VCSA+23, WL18, WM19, WFWK23, XC21, Yn03, YLO7, YC23, ZBL+16, ZYJ22, ZK20, AC15, Als12, AMBL16, AK13, AU15, BSA+14, BRMNH15, CCT+11, CLY10, CC14, CCW15, CEB12, CJOC11, DAO+11, DL12, EDS10, IK14, JC10, JW15, JLU+10, KV10, LNW22, LLVS13, LG13, MLK+15, NEAC10]. students

[OBF15, ODc15, Ped15, RR16, SY14, SC11, TSO16, Tig14, WWTC10, WT15, WKL23, Y1k14, Ze15, ZS11]. Studies

[ERC03, GHP07, LSW19, DVV15, Hsi13, HYY+16, LES09, WCY16, YL08]. Study

[APR+17, AGW24, BFH19, Ber19, BBT17, BAN21, BC05, CT17, CL20, CABR06, CT04, DNV17, FF23, Gao20, GG09, GRWHP19, HNMGA16,
HHH$^+$23, HHS24, IV24, JRWB23, Jia19, JSH$^+$23, JHWW16, KBK$^+$22, Khi23, KYA13b, KL18b, KRU19, KH06, KW23, LSW19, LB08, LM21, Lec21a, LKL20, NKR$^+$18, Orok16, PPB18, PZA16, PN04, PRW$^+$07, PPCC20, QCH23, QVST17, Sap13, SMPK$^+$19, SC21, SML24, SE22, ST24, SA16, Str20, SMSB23, TSMW16, TLHV16a, TLHV16b, VC17, VCSA$^+$23, WB20, Wan07, WL08, XFH23, Yan03, YalL08, YHL18, YKKB19, YTHH22, YYC04, YC04, ALA$^+$15, AB14, BSA$^+$14, BPG11, BW10, BC11, CTC14, Cha10, CL10, CCN$^+$12, DW15, DRT$^+$12, EDS10, ETG16, FD12, HFWY14, HY05, JC10, Kau11, KYA13c, KYJS12, KK16, LCC$^+$09, LCC11b, ME13, MMP14, MR14, OS10, OdC15, OD09, PZLR16. study [PV14, PMLC15, RJHB12, RL12, RT10, Rut11, So16, Tan11, TOV12, TDBLY16, Top13, TCC$^+$10, VTCvS14, WKL23, Yan14, YHT16, ZS11, vA06, NvKR$^+$18].

Studying [Saf18, TRF05, SY14]. Style [CL20, HP21, LLL22]. Styles [YSHC23, CA14, WT15]. Sub [BLS20]. Sub-Saharan [BLS20].


submicroscopic [RK10]. subtask [Per20]. subtraction [OO12]. Success [AN18, CKH15, LM21, RVTV20, PSC$^+$13]. Successes [BAN21, ACY10].


supportive [BK13a]. Supports [RTM$^+$20]. Surface [AFG21, BHV$^+$24]. Survey [Din18, IAS17, SWAEKS19, ZVV18, MR14, RSPK14, LAMV12].


symbiosis [Lai13]. Symbolic [RTB20, WLSL14]. Symbols [YL22].


T [VT07a]. Tables [Sha06]. Tacit [FB06]. Tacit-explicit [FB06]. Tagging [OC21]. Taiwan [CLY10, CCN$^+$12, FF23, GBC21, GBC24, HL13, JC24, KYA13b, KYA13c, Las13, LCC$^+$16, LJC08, LL22, WL22, WT15, WO19, WICC$^+$18, Yal03, YRR09, ZBL$^+$16]. Taiwanese [AMBLL16, CT18, Chi12b, Cho21, Hsi13, HW13, HpCH$^+$16, HYL23, HY05, JLCT12, JLC$^+$13, LY10, Lee18, LW16, Lin05, WL18, WT20, Wan14, YCL04].

Talk-Moves [THAD20].  Talking [EGJ09, CC14, Kot10].  Task [ANLL21, BML24, CIBP23, GD19, JSS17, KJ19, LHY24, KA18a, PL19b, PEQS24, RS24, SCDC21].  Tasks [AWL16, BJ2T23, BRSG20, BB19, BG22, CJ17, Dah17, DB23, GCT24, HCT04, KRV+22, LLP19, Lem21, MAA05, PSB19, PN18, RS24, Ron18, RH19, SL20, SKS+23, Tay18, TTT18, Yeol17a, Yeol17b, YCZ13, ZG08, Bab10, Bay13, Bes11a, Bes11b, EVV11, LM15, SY14].

tasks* [Lin06].  taught [DCFC16, EE11, MMZ09].  Taxonomy [WO19].

Teach [AO16, El 23, SY22, TNHK23, WM19, IK14].  Teacher [AVM16, APR+17, AHO19, AMG16, Ama20, AAF17, Ari18, Ari19, AK20, Ari24, AOJT22, ANLL21, AO16, B18, BSG+23, BKM24, BE16, BML24, BOL23, Bla04, BKC15, BHD+15, BCV21, BL21, BWO20, CW06, CAC07.  CPTMS22, CCW16, CD23, CRC22, CO18, CY21, Chi04, CGR17, CGTQ21, CG022, CG22, CBGB23, Cor18, Cor17, CT04, CRB21, DHB19, DB17, DNWC18, DJB15, EP21, EkB19, ES08, ED23, ELC24, FF23, FLP23, FI19, GCCG18, GC19, GC21, GB22, Get3, Gov17, HSM06, HjK12, HHJR21, HSS10, HC24, HlK22, HLZ21, HC16a, HFVH17, HK18, HLY12, HSH22, HCS18a, HCS18b, IAS17, IK18, IED+23, JLI0, JLO18, Jaf20, Jao17, JRWB23, JSRP20, JLL20, KBH+15, KL18a, KC13, KEC23, KB16a, Kl18, KK19, KMH20, KS19, KOH15, KRS23, KBK15, KEB21, KG24, LNP+18, LAN20, LRT20, LST22, LSW19, LBF24, LFF03, LL05, LL19, LL20, Lee21a, LL21a, LL21b, LHY24, LTM18, Leu22, LE22, LCTK24, LTCC07, LSK18, LW16, LJC08, LdC21, LTD+18, LGD20, LK18b, MK23, MHS09, MSAGHMG19, MSGVZ20, MDDB12, McG03, MM05, MBBR08, MA21, MB20, MKSK16, MAA05, MFG+21, MO07, NK+18, NPT17, NHC17, OHLC23, OQ08, PSO17, PL19a, PEK+23, PUR18, PL19b, PN04, Pet22, PBDE23, PFCM23, PA22, QCH23, RTC22, RML22, RAL+07, RBE21, Rot20, RH15, RH19, RH23, RCC22, SCG+19, SPF23, SR21, SB22, SMG+19, SCiB22, SEA16, SC21, SML24, SE22, SH24, SAA11, Sh12, Shi22, SL21, SJJ120, SM16, Sum16a, Sum16b, SP21, THAD20, TK22, TB12, TAY18, TC07].  Teacher [THC+17, TSKIB22, TKDD19, TWS+23, TPS21, THNK23, TA15, Ulu21, VM22, VA21, WM17, WJ07, Wan20, WWM+24, WCC19, WBM21, WKG20, WHHO8, WHC17, WCC+18, XC21, YZK15, Yam18, YKB21, YKUIB17, YS19b, YUG24, YW21, ZZ16, ZSW+21, ZZV18, rSY19, AV06, AH11, AAMU+14, AAS13, Ama16, AW12, Bag11, BB09, BW10, BSD13, BK13b, Bur10, CTC14, CG13, Ch10, CVCV11, CCN12, CB009, DS15, Ded15, DW15, EE11, ELY15, EDMA15, Eme09, GLY09, HBT13, HT13, HOB13, HK10, JLC08, Jac12, KHL12, KGA+11, KB17, KO10, KO13, KN13, KSE16, KB14, Las13, Lee16a, LGI3, Lin11, LCC+09, Lin06, LCC11a, Lin14a, MNE12, ME13, MIJJ15, MG15a, MG15b, Mor14, NY11, NN11, OB15, Oli10, Ols07,
OEMZ12, QM14, RRW11, RL12, RCG+11, SMFL15, Šap13, SC14]. teacher
[TBT+10, TDBLY16, Top13, VTCvS14, Wai14, WMS13, Yan14, ZKS+05,
ZC15, ZB13, NvKR+18]. Teacher-Directed [SJL20]. teacher-generated
[NY11]. teacher-researchers [KB14]. Teachers
[AAA16, Ala16, ABPD16, AD16, AM04, Bay09, BV24, BR19, Bro22,
BSR24, BG22, ÇP17, Che08, DIRTBP24, Dog16, DK16, EKC+21, EH18,
ERC03, EL008, Get23, GYU24, GPCB15, Gu16, HTCS19, HKSL22, HM09,
HCBZ03, HL04, KR18b, Kot16, KEB21, LHC17, LTT+19, Len22, Lin05b,
Lin16a, Lin17, LKI20, MDF08, MSAGHM22, MS18, MRC23, OE19, ÔÔ23,
PP08, PSB19, PDÜ21, QCH23, RJ21, Ron20, SC03, SIA23, SV22, SML24,
SY22, SW23, Sty08, SP21b, TYC17, VA21, VBACCG22, WSA07, WSW+08,
WICC+18, XC21, YMZ22, YR09, YKKB19, ZPW+24, BW10, BK13a,
BAY+11, CA14, CKH15, CMME15, DFR06, Ded11, DK15, ELY15, GGD15b,
HHW13, KST09, KIR12, KBY11, KAC15, LCC11a, Maj14, MSK22, OS10,
Oh14, RRW11, WT13, ZKS+05]. Teaching [AOZ09, APR+17, AAAB16,
AMFC21, AAF17, AGW24, AK17b, BLS20, BdSSC16, BKM24, BAN21,
Bla04, BL21, Bro22, CW06, CY23, CRC22, CO18, CCCN17, CP12, Chi09,
CMP19, CT04, Duf17, EH18, Fun21, Gal22, GGD15a, HNMGA16, HHJR21,
HNA16, HE17, HM09, HFVM17, Hob13, HFWM24, HMS16, Jao17, JLC17,
KWO07, KB16a, KLI15, KBBK15, Koy23, LL23, Lan22, LBF24, LL05, Len22,
LP11, Lin05b, LW16, LL17, LJC08, LTD+18, MSS22, MVC17b, McG03,
MBRR08, MS18, MA21, MO23, NOVRR22, NP23, NA24, PL19a, PEK+23,
PYR+12, Ran06, RH15, SIA23, SGCS23, SS18, SMPK+19, SG09, SD22,
SH24, Shi22, SY22, SLES09, SLZ+18, SP21b, TSMW16, TKDD19, TNHK23,
VSW20, VBACCG22, WL08, WCC19, WAL23, WAL24, WICC+18, XC21,
YZK15, Yan03, YSHC23, YUG24, ZBB22, ZBH23, ZPW+24]. Teaching
[ZBE21, ATG13, AV06, Aky16, AAMU+14, AAS13, BPG11, BEF15, BK13a,
BMN, Bur10, CBO09, Ded15, DW15, EGN11, EK09, FID12, FNW24,
HTBP13, Hal12, HK10, HHW13, JLC10, JLL+10, KG15, KLI+13, KN13,
MW09, Maj14, ME13, MS14, NKR13, NEAC10, QM14, Šap13, SC14, TRF05].
Teams [GJ21]. techno [Per20]. technique [KJA+13]. techniques
[LH15, Pap10]. Techno [JC17, vdWBD17]. Techno-Mathematical
[JC17, vdWBD17]. Technological
[Koh19, SHM21, YJY08, Aky16, DS15, GCK15]. Technologies
[GGD15a, RG08, Su08, ZZ09]. Technology
[ALT14, BC05, ÇP17, CCCN17, CT04, DFR06, DA20a, DA20b, EB20,
HCH16, JC17, LW16, Ng19, SC03, Wai14, WHH08, WCG09, HCC15, HIS+16,
HISH16, KAC15, RSPK14, SIS+11, VB20]. Technology-Aided [CP17].
Technology-Enhanced [ALT14]. technology-infused [HIS+16, HISH16].
Technology-integrated [WCG09]. Technology-Mediated [Ng19]. TEDS
Temperature [BF19, YLTO21]. Ten [KP18]. tendency [Bab10]. Tensions
[HT13, LR20]. Term [BHWM20, CTC16, SW23, TOV12]. Terms
[MSdSGG17, SF05]. Tertiary
tertiary-level [AAF12]. Test [ABAHA23, AK20, BE17, GG09, IIE+23, KS21, LL06, Lin04, LLM+16, LS24, SP05, SMSBZ23, TK22, TWD+17, YS21, YCH04, AU15, DL12, OEMZ12, WCT+12]. Test-Taking [ABAHA23].

Testing [Bra12, LOJ08, MQ07, TMS22].

Tests [ABAHA23, SWA+12, GS16, Jol16].

Text [ABAHA23, SWA+12, GS16, Jol16].

Testing [Bra12, LOJ08, MQ07, TMS22].

Tests [ABAHA23, SWA+12, GS16, Jol16].

Text [ABAHA23, SWA+12, GS16, Jol16].

Testing [Bra12, LOJ08, MQ07, TMS22].

Tests [ABAHA23, SWA+12, GS16, Jol16].

Text [ABAHA23, SWA+12, GS16, Jol16].

U.S. [AMBLL16, CW06, HL04, LS14]. Ultra [EHM19]. Ultra-Orthodox [EHM19]. Un-cover [HK18]. Uncertain [RH15]. Uncertainties [CT17, EK18, PH18]. Uncovering [RGC08]. Undergraduate [AL22, BWM+24, CMM23, CT17, CIBP23, Das05, GDFVCM24, HHS+21, HASR24, HMC19, IV24, KK23, LWZ+24, LS14, LS23, MN23, PRW+07, TLK17, Yor23, AU15, BHS15, Lep12, Lin14b, Lin16b, Mor09a, Mor09b, Pet13, SC11]. Undergraduates [KL23b]. underlying [BC11, Chi12a, GLSM11]. Undermine [JLC17]. Underrepresented [Ceg21]. Understand [KP18, DBS15, KST09, MRA10, Mor09a, Mor09b]. Understanding [AT07, AKHT23, AS22, Ari19, AK20, AOJT22, Bal18, Bil06, ÇAC07, Das05,
Understandings

**Unexpected** [CBR21, SRSD23, Fos15]. **Unit** [BWK+19, CA21, LB08, AAV15, DFR06, NPR12], **United** [PZA16, ZF06]. **Units** [CGÖ22, MRC23, OC08]. **Universal** [Kaz14, SBT+06]. **Universality** [Myi08]. **Universe** [Gov17, Liu05]. **Universities** [MW09]. **University** [AK17b, BF23, Din18, EK18, GS12, KRU19, MMM05, Mor09a, Mor09b, RH17, SHM21, SBR22, SD16, Su08, Vid15, WMP+12, YY13, BHS15, Maj14, NEAC10, RR16, RJJH12, SVME15, TDBLY16, YHT16, GR21, RS24].

**Unknown** [SGCA18]. **Unpack** [KWMW22]. **Unpacking** [LC23]. **Unravelling** [WAL23, WAL24]. **upmap** [RHM+11]. **upon** [WLSN14]. **Upper** [AD16, BS15, CRG17, HHJR21, KŠC20, Sum16a, Sum16b, VB20, VCSA+23, VT07a, VT07b, Bag11, EGN11, Ped15, RT10, Uit14]. **Upper-Primary** [VB20]. **Upper-Secondary** [HHJR21, Uit14]. **urban** [Kuw13, PV14]. **USA** [GGD15b, HEB11]. **Use** [APR+17, AMG16, AGW24, AL22, BKW+19, BTJA18, BWO20, BCC06, CPTMSM22, CO22, Dah17, DIRTBP24, DKL16, DJE17, DO23, EI 23, EK18, GC21, GHS+18, HC23, HC24, HP24, JLO18, KK23, LJ20, Lee16b, LLN 21, LR08, MHIS09, NvKR+18, NKR+18, OE19, PT23, Ron20, Son22, UFW17, YL22, Bab10, CEB12, Din14, DDG+12, GGSP10, KV10, Maj14, RSPK14, RVG15, SKA11]. **Used** [Ala16, DB17, Hon23, PPFC+18, PC22, YRR09, Als12]. **usefulness** [CDT+11, LCC11a]. **Using** [ALT+07, AMBLL16, ABM24, BHSC10, BE16, BHA+23, BRR+22, BPMK24, Bro22, CA24, CY21, Che14, CIZ+23, Dah17, Dog16, EFL+13, EY23, FGD22, FT05, GPC23, GPCB15, HbK19, HM22, HLY3, HML22, JCC20, KMS16, KS21, KNF+20, LR20, LS21, LL05, LLP19, Lin05b, MJMOR11, Ng19, Oh11, OEMZ12, Rtu11, SML24, SCSK19, SWYS24, SWEKS19, SP21b, SMSB23, TH19, TC09, TKS18, VR12, WLJ14, WL23, WAL24, AAF12, BSA+14, CMME15, Ful15, HNB11, HYC+16, JSP15, Lin06, LS14, LTT09, NPR12, PZLR16, WOR12, L1J16]. **utilising** [CP12]. **Utilization** [Ols18]. **utilized** [LH15]. **Utilizing** [PSM+20, WMS13]. **Utrecht** [RL19].

**Vaccination** [KGM24]. **Valid** [DB17]. **validate** [WLJ14]. **Validating** [AMFC21, Ful15, SCS+12]. **Validation** [AEP22, BMD+17, HZL22, HMM22,
IAS17, JRWB23, JSC24, KKS+19, KSL23, LS24, STD+23, SCDC21, SLL+20, TDW+17, Wan04, WC16, YHL18, AU15, CMME15, Ded11, GGSP10, HpCH+16, LAMV12, MSH10, RSPK14, SOTF13, TS016. **Validity** [Oro16, YCL04, Per20]. **Valuations** [GCCCG18]. **Value** [CIBP23, HCH16, JLC17, KL23a, SCDC21, ZBL+16, Web13]. **Valued** [HHM20]. **Values** [CT17, LPK24, Leu05, RS24, Ded11, KIR12, PC13]. **Variability** [KK23]. **Variable** [Ble09, BL09]. **Variables** [AWL16, Dog16, ES04, ES09, LBP+24, RH17, SP05, ST05, BNH+15, MMP14, TSP12]. **Variation** [GSO+17, VWH+17, WK08, WFWK23]. **Various** [HMC19]. **Vary** [RCC22]. **vehicle** [BMN16]. **Verbal** [LAA+23, TBT+10, THAD20, BSLM16]. **Verification** [LLC+16]. **Version** [LH16]. **Versus** [BB17, FD12]. **via** [KJC18, NACE22]. **Video** [BKC15, CY21, DJB15, GPCM15, HJKK23, KBH+15, KLH15, LJC08, LLL22, PBDE23, RL+07, SC03, SMG+19, AE10, AB14, CDT+11, JLC08, LCC+09, SB09, WMP+12, DKL16, KSL23]. **Vignettes** [KLH15]. **Village** [PTW05]. **Virtual** [KVB22, LBF24, VVR24, WT18, WAL23, WAL24, LY10, SLW10, WMS13]. **Vision** [NF20, SGHM15, SGHM16]. **visits** [MG15a]. **Visual** [AGW24, LCTK24, SLK20, WS16]. **Visualization** [CT18, WSA07, AT15, OZD10]. **visualizations** [RT10]. **Visualizing** [TYW+17]. **visuospatial** [Ozd10]. **vividness** [AB13]. **Vlaardingerbroek** [VT07a]. **Vocabulary** [Sch14, WK08, FG14]. **Voice** [Mer07, OC21, KSE16]. **Voices** [KB21, MWM05]. **Volcanic** [LLP+24]. **Volcano** [LB08]. **Voltaic** [RTC22]. **Volume** [PPB18, SA16]. **vs** [HBP17, SY14]. **VSRoSE** [KSL23]. w [Lui13]. **Wales** [TC07]. **Wandering** [ABAHA23]. **Want** [BRR+22]. **Want-Learn** [BRR+22]. **Wanted** [GR21]. **War** [PP19, SF22]. **warming** [CDT+11]. **Warrant** [WJ07]. **was** [SC11]. **Wasn’t** [GR21, SC11]. **Water** [KC18]. **wave** [EFL+13]. **Way** [AVM16]. **Ways** [GFFV23, HTCS19, WFWK23, FH12]. **weaknesses** [BSD13]. **Web** [Own06, Own10]. **Web-Based** [Own06, Own10]. **Website** [TYC17]. **Weighing** [Mea07]. **Weight** [HA07, SG15]. **Well** [YKC18, ZK20, WKL23, YUG24]. **Well-Being** [YKC18]. **Wellbeing** [BWM+24]. **Western** [BSD13, Kuw13, THV+15]. **Where** [CMME15, Ky06, LY13]. **Which** [HGSL18, JSH+23, MSAGHM22, MF05, RH17, WFWK23, vdWBD17, DCFC16, LH08, RTM+20, KR19]. **While** [ABAHA23, ANLL21, LCA16, SD22, YUG24, KTBG15, MMM11]. **Who**
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